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Vermont, at the most
convention in America.
who make
tended for

The
hunt for "Nessie,"
the Loch Ness Monster, has been of interest
to scientists and
This is the
......... '·Hl1' ...... r·'" of "crypto-zoologists" who hope
that, in addition to the millions of small
species that (naturalists assure us) remain to
be cataloged, there may also be some unusual big ones. There is
about this, but it is definitely vulnerable to
pseudoscience, and lies on the
of science.
AHJUU.U",-

narrow, deep lake,
Loch Ness, famous for its opaque waters.
Sporadic reports from locals and tourists suggest that a large
animal lives there,
rarely
A few
photos and a lot of folklore support Nessie. The
local hotels hope the hype continues to
draw even more tourists than the pH~as,mt
landscapes and local culture earn on their
own. Similar phenomena include
in Lake
Vermont, and "0gopogo" in Okanagan Lake, British Columbia.
be, if real,
Just what the creatures
remains to be demonstrated. I often heard
marine
are +1-0,.,.",.. 1-0+
extinction at the end of the Cretaceous
fossils
od, 65 million years ago. No
have been found in any later rocks.
"Remember the crelocanthl", the advocates
remind us. These large
fish were
also thought to be extinct, and now we have
live in the Indian Ocean.
But the main reason to suspect a plE~siolsa\lr
was its
to the
photo",
now admitted to be have been a 19305 hoax.
Norm Sperling gave his first I-'H.~H""_"UA
urn show in Maryland in 1963. Since
1992 he has been
Chabot Observatory's planetarium in Oakland,
California He has fathered a binary star
system-2 sons around whom everything else revolves-Lumin and Mason
Sperling. And he
pseudoscience as Vice Chair of the
Area
Skeptics.
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A number of expeditions have sought
Nessie,
more or less
deVices, and techniques of varying ~~,JAU,"'LA
cation and likelihood of success. The one
that
the strangest result-often
cited as the best scientific evidence for
Nessie-was conducted in the summer of
1972. A sonar transducer (which converts
sound into electrical signals) was submerged
35 feet in the dark waters, connected
a
long wire to analytical eqUipment aboard a
boat in the lake. Diagrams (Rines et al., 1976,
pp. 31 and 39)
that the wire
the boat was appreciably 1r.""CT",r_T~" ... 'h"""'"
or 50 feet. Presumably, the transducer's
nal traveled along that wire to

"Northern
This was the finest
the bril~ht:est,
the
and the fastest tHc:kering, r,,,,,,,,,,,;y-,.a
even down to the south horizon.
In
this was one of the "1!- .. ",,,,,,,,,,,,+
amorce in decades, occasioned
strongest solar flare outbursts re<:orded
that time. The Sun had
spat
'-U'A~f't
"",.etir-I""" and
magnetic field around,
havoc. The storm induced electric CUlrreln.ts
wires, with many reports
and amperage variations.
were surges in the Canadian electric
a
transformer eXIJ!Ode4:1; "t..,,..,.1f'i"_TAT"""''''
radio communications were
ed; and sensitive electronic e(111iplm(~nt
.........

Loch Ness investigators didn't report the aurora,
tion would have been focused down
be entirely understandable if they didn't
occurring behind them and apparently
electronics aboard the

tel~~OJD(~S.

atten-

If Nessie swam

tral: no large signals means no
can mean Nessie is
no Nessie;
there.
An hour after mlorngn
the sonar produced the I-J~~,-U.ila.l.
chart
which is most often cited as
the Loch Ness Monster.
pUbwmefl (Scott and Rines, 1975, p. 466; Rines
et
1976, p. 31), this strip-chart is sufficiently different from conventional sonar output
that even pro-Nessie studies quote the
ions of authorities, and several of those
hedge. (Rines et
1976, pp. 36-7) Items
Rikki Razdan and Alan Kielar in the ')Kl'?O[lCal
disputed the
of the
transducer (free-swinging or stationary), the
stimulus for looking there and then (a dowser's signa!), and the interpretation of the
The matter remains controversial.
Though that was more than 20 years ago,
I remember vividly where I was and what I
was
that week. I was in Springfield,
0 .... " ..... _"' .... " ....
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current.
the event with no less than five
J. A. McKinnon
whole
on the
Loch Ness lies between 57" and
latitude, almost 5° West 10flgi1:ud.e,
the auroral oval than most of
of

their attention would have
ed down toward the waters, and it
"'n1Hr<>h, understandable if
didn't notice
pn~m()m(;na occ:urring behind
aPlparenUv unrelated to their interests.
hr."AYO'(1"W' take ex<:eDtlOnaI
a

n ..{."rulhl'[7-r'f'I;:!-~prl phell()men~:m:

"the hai.r went up on the backs of
necks"
however,
...... 'ehy'ihuD instincts" that "there
ominous in the loch
et al., 1976, p. 30).

(Please see Loch Ness
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ARTICLE I - Name

adopted

the

The name of this Society shall be the International Planetarium Society, Inc. (IPS)

Section 2. An officer must be listed as an
active member of the Society on the current
LU.LJ'-L"'U'.~ list of the Society.
shall
not hold more than one office at
time.
HA ....

ARTICLEllThe purpose of this Society shall be the coordination, motivation, and improvement of
all aspects of planetarium operations. This
will be done through, but not limited to,
publications and conferences. The Society
shall support and strengthen the activities of
existing and future planetarium oriented
groups, hereafter referred to as affiliates.
ARTICLE ill - Members
Section 1. Persons may become members of
the Society as:
A Member

B. Honorary Member - Honorary membership may be conferred by Council in recognition of noteworthy contributions to planetarium education. Honorary members shall
pay no fees, and shall remain on the list of
members for a period of two years.
C. Patron - membership open to any individ-

ual or family.
D. Corporate Member.

Section 3. The terms of office for officers
shall be for two (2) consecutive years (applying to the President, President-Elect,
Executive
and Treasurer)
on the 31st of December eVlen-uulmlbeI'ed
years.
Section 4. The Council shall an-DO lint an
Elections Committee
of a Chair
and at least three aQ<lltlonaJ committee
the list of the memmembers ~'-A'-L'.'-U
bers of the
1st of
even-numbered years.
cornrndtt(~e shall
not be current officers.
Section 5. The Elections Committee shall
present the slate of officers to the Membership Committee for ratification and for distribution to the voting
at least
four (4) months before expiration
term of office or at the beginning of the regular biennial meeting of the m(~mDelrsnlp,
whichever occurs first. The ballots shall
mailed within six (6) weeks of the call. The
shall be
signed mailed ballot. The
vote count shall two months after the call
for the
Election.

E. Institutional.
Section 2. Membership to the Society shall
be gained by applying in writing to the
Chair of the Membership Committee of the
Society for admission and by payment of
dues.
Section 3. A planetarium oriented group or
individual may affiliate with the Society on
presentation of written application including a statement of support of the objectives
of the Society and approval by the Council.
Section 4. Members, Honorary Members,
Patrons and Institutional Members shall be
entitled to one vote in person, by proxy, or
by mail as may be appropriate at any question pertaining to the Society. (Institutional
Members must designate the person who is
authorized to exercise the vote.)
Section 5. Termination of Membership shall
be effected upon death, written resignation,
or decision by Council.
ARTICLE N - Officers
Section 1. The officers of the Society shall be
a PreSident,
Executive
Secretary, and Treasurer.
officers shall
perform the duties
by these
Laws and
the par'UalneIltaI'Y alltnOn1:Y

6

of votes
The candidates with the
shall be declared elected and assume office
the
time. The Chair of the
Elections Committee shall receive and
the votes and
to the officers. The
results of the
shaH be announced
the
by mail as soon as is
nient.
ARTICLE V - Duties of Officers
Section 1. The President shall be the chief
executive officer of IPS. He/she shall
at general meetings of the
and
all Council meetings and shall be an ex-officio member of all standing and
comin these
mittees, except as otherwise
By-Laws; he/she shall solicit written invitations to host the biennial
of the
membership during the term
follows
his term of office
to Article VII,
Section 1.

ARTICLE VI - Council
Section The Council shall consist
Past President, the
and
sentative selected
The word

Section 2. The names of the RelDre~SeJltatives
to serve on Council shall be sut)miW~d
the officers of each affiliate
":or ...ot"·,,.·u of the

Relpre~Sel'1tatives

of the ... u'u ........ "
one vote at Council ,,,,,',,,.-,,,",rr,,
Chair of the me~eti:ng,
except to break a tie.

ARTICLE
Section 2. The President-Elect shall assist the
President and in the event the President cannot or will not act in any matter thl~OUlgh
incapiiCi1:yor
other reason, with
the President-Elect
assume the duties
He/she shall assume the position of President
in the new term of office.
'-'UtAH .... U ,
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announced to the
concurrent
with the distribution of the
of officers.
The written invitation shall be from the
of the host
and
shall
to the President
July 1st, before the
of the term of
office.

Section 6. The Ethics Committee shall consist of the Chair and as
committee
members as
This
shall
arbitrate on
of dispute between
members
it shall offer arbitration on
questiOT1S of dispute between members and
cro'lTPrn iT1IO" bodies.

Section 2. A Council Mt~etlmg

Section 7. The Awards Committee shall consist of the Chair and two other Fellows of the
Society. The
term, and purpose of
this committee is
in Article XI.

proxy for
M(~etlmg;s, ..... ·..r."<".ric>ri the aPlJotnt(;~d
one vote by proxy.
M(:etm~:s

of the Council
be
upon the consent of the
ty Council members.
Meetings
may be held by
or through the
mail, proViding all
Members are
polled on each issue, otherwise the rwes of
Section 2 for Council shaH be
unless
a majority of members
will be
present.

ARTICLE

Section 8. Such other Committees shall be
appointed by the Council and/or the President from time to time as they deem necessary to
on the work of the
The
President
be an member of all Committees except the Elections Committee.

b)

Section 9. Meetings of the Committees may
be held in person, by telephone or through
the mail, provided Committee members are
polled on each issue.

Section 3. The members of the COlmnrHttee
must be chosen from the list of active
Fellows.

of candidates
type award as wen as its own cOlnsidelred
recommendations.

ARTICLE IX - Finances

Section 4. The selection of the Chair
committee showd be unanimous.

Section 1. Annual dues of Members, of
Patrons, of Corporate Members, and of Institutional Members of the Society shall be set
by the Council.

Section 5. For reasons of cOlntinuity
of office of the committee shall be
years
at the time of the
ence
the committee

Section 2. If the dues of any member remain
unpaid after six months, the Council, after
due notice, shall remove his/her name from
the membership list and withdraw an privileges.

Section 6. The President alone
upon any
Hon.

ARTICLE VIll - Committees
Section 1. Committees are established
the
Council and/or the President th]~OUlgh
appointment of a committee Chair.
Chair shall select committee members from
the list of members or as otherwise stated in
these By-Laws. The term of office of the
Committee shall begin with the
of
the Council in odd-numbered years
continue until the next Council meeting in an
odd-numbered. The Chair shall have the
me'etilngs of the Council withCommittees are to
1VleejtinJ~s as realuiJ'ed.
'L,AJ'LUn."

Section 2. The Election Committee shall be
established as described in Artide IV of these
By-Laws,

ARTICLE
Section 3. There shall be an audit of Finances
of the Society at each change of office, for
approval of Council
Section 4. These shall be no remuneration to
individual Officers or Council members
except for
as incurred thI~OUl2:h
their duties
approved by
'L<VUH'-U.

Section S. All checks and other documents
financial
to the
the
and/or the

;rnnh:r;nO"

ARTICLE XllI - Amendment
Section 3. The
Committee shall consist of the Chair
as many committee
members as
deems
This
Committee
and execute
arrangements for
General Meetings subject to ratification by Council.
Section 4. The Publications Committee shall
consist of the Chair and as many committee
members as
affiliate
group is
by the
this Committee shall select
the Editorial Board and suggest publication
policies.
of this Committee is
X.

ARTICLE X
Section 1. The principal
of the
International Planetarium Society shall be a
journal - the name and details of which shall
be the responsibility of the Publications
Committee with approval by Council.
Section 2. The Journal shall be maIla~~eu
an Editorial Board under the ""f'''u<>lll","f'.o
the Publications Committee. This Board
shall consist of an Editor and as many Assistant Editors as necessary.
Section 3. The Editor shall chair all
of the Editorial Board and shall have the
right to sit at meetings of the Council without voting privileges.

'f'Y'lO,l>i-h.-.<Y<,

Section S. The
Committee shall
consist of the Chair and as many committee
members as required This Committee shall
solicit members, admit candidates to membership and
a current membership
list. This
shall collect the membership fees on behalf of the Treasurer, to
whom such fees are transmitted immediately upon
and it shall provide the mailing list for
and all notices and "U'''",,<}tions of the

Vol.

Section 4. The term of the Publications committee shall coincide with the terms of the
Officers of the Society subject to renewal.
Section S. The Publications Committee may
be required by Council to issue special pUblications as necessary.
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vice versa.
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I
potential affiliate
shall be
four (4) IPS members not from the same
institution/planetarium
the
general geographical
Iy served by an IPS aU_ILuaILC:UUl~~aH_lL.<1ILlUj.l.

I.
1. The legal address for the corporation is:
International Planetarium Society Inc.
c/o Don L. Patterson
Culton. Morgan, Britain. and White
1600 Texas American Bank Building
P.O. Box 189
Amarillo, TX 79105-0189
Phone: (806) 374-1671
2. The mailing address for the corporation is:
International Planetarium Society Inc.
c/o Hansen Planetarium
15 South State Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
3. For fastest service. correspondence should

be directed to current officers. The list is
published in each issue of The Planetarian
and is available from the address listed in
Section 2 above.

A. Qualifications as an affiliate organization

of the IPS:
1. Organizations which qualify for IPS affilia-

tion:
i. An organization formed for the improve-

ment of and to facilitate communication
between planetarians and/or astronomy
educators which meets the minimum
membership reqUirements stated in
Section ii. #1.A- 2 and has a mission statement, a constitution, or set of by-laws
approved by its membership.
ii. An organization whose members may also

be, or may qualify to be, affiliated with
another parent organization so long as it
meets the minimum membership requirements stated in Sect. II, #1,A-2.
iii. An organization currently affiliated with

the International Planetarium Society to
continue its affiliate status shall have on
file and make available to IPS upon
request, a copy ofits current membership
list, a copy of its official mission statement, constitution or by-laws
2. Minimum number of members at the time
of affiliation
i The minimum number of members of a

8

(1984)

British Association of Planetariums
Council of German Planetariums
(1994)

it The minimum number of members of a

potential affiliate
shall be ten
(10) IPS members from no less than five
institutions/ planetariums if the
geographical region is currentl,v
served by (an) organization(s)
iated with the IPS.

Great
Planetarium Association
Great Plains Planetarium Association
Italian Friends Planetarium As!;ociatl[on
(1992)

B. Procedures for affiliation of <.fU,lllL..::U.

nizations with the In1:enllatiOJl1a}I-1I::1npj-::Irium Society.
1. Application for affiliation should be sent

to the IPS Executive Council
shaH include:

and

i. A written request to be affiliated with the

IPS from the highest
of the organization seeking aHilHaUOlll.

II. Affiliate
1. Affiliation Guidelines: Introduction: The
fonowing gUidelines shaH be used to determine a group's qualification to be an affiliate organization of the International
Planetarium Society. Procedures necessary
for qualified groups to obtain affiliate status with council representation are also a
part of this document.

Association of Mexican Plal11etaI'iulms

Russian
Association
Southeastern Planetarium Association
Southwestern Association
Uklrailn.ianPlanetariums Association (UPA)
(1994)

it A copy of the candidate or~~anization's

mission statement, cOlrlstitu'tion,
laws
iii. A list of current members of the candi-

date organization
addresses and
planetarium or institution with which
each is associated
2. Affiliate status shall be ............
nization by 2/3 of the
of the International Planetarium

A Member
B. Hr.-nr. ..", .. u
c.Patron

_'I.A

C.

2. Classes
Section
1VlenllX~r

of an affiliate
Executive Council of the

V.I',CUILUA:lLU ....'H

on

3. Dues
1. Each

affiliated with the InternaltiOJn.al Planetarium
and mE~ting
affiliate status reqUirements
have
one (1) voting representative on the
Executive Council.

2. After affiliation, minimum
to
maintain voting
on the
Council shall be four (4) IPS members not
from the same instittlti()n/'p1<;metariurn.

Individual Members: $39.00
me~ml)erShlp (since
for two year memlJership
1987).

B. Institutional,YJ. . . UJlIlA. ••HHIJ.
(since 1985) for the first
renewal th{~reiiftt~r.

3. Organizations not yet affiliated with the

IPS or whose number of members no
longer meets minimum recmirerneJrlts
send a representative to
Council meetings, but that rer)res;entative
may not vote and may not receive travel
reimbursements from IPS funds.

2. Current Affiliates: At
tions have affiliated
iates are:

affil-

Association of French SDt~akilnsr Planetariums
(APLF)
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the
(USD) for
other countries
(This fee
to subsidize the
AU""UU.?;"to sent via Air Mail). ~AJ,.H.. "'-U

Vol.

E.

must be made in US. Dollars: for
non-US.
international money
orders are
IPS cannot accept
checks drawn on non-US. banks, sight
drafts, or other
unless
special arrangement

1. An committees are reminded to be as
inclusive as possible in soliciting members
from around the world (July 71991)

F. An organization or institution donating
more than $500 to IPS during a calendar
year, should
corporate membership for that year (an example of such a
donation would be sponsoring a function
at a conference «meal, cocktail party, etc.»)
or other activity as designated by
Council).

2. Awards Committee: The Awards Committee determines and administers the award
categories listed below. For criteria and
procedures see Appendix A. This committee shall have the responsibility of producing and distributing certificates to the
Fellows of the Society and plaques to the
Service Award recipients

4. Privileges

3. Elections Committee: The Elections committee conducts nominations and elections of officers, and any ballots submitted
to the general membership for vote. For
procedures see Appendix B.

A Voting Privilege- As outlined in the ByLaws (Article III. Section 4) Members,
Honorary Members, Institutional Members and Patrons shall be entitled to one
vote in person, by proxy, or by mail as
many as may be appropriate at any question pertaining to the Society. (Note:
Corporate Members thus cannot vote.)
B. Member Category

1. Individual- Members receive a membership card, a subscription to the quarterly
journal The Planetarian, occasional Special
Reports, and other services as the Society
may offer.
2. Institutional- Such members receive all of
the items listed above as well as: a photo
engraved bronze plaque with yearly
renewal tags: the right to display "IPS
Institutional Member" on programs, letterhead, etc.: and can request copies of all
available IPS publications (including back
issues and special reports). and an annual
membership list, on mailing labels, for
promotional purposes.
C. The IPS
List is available to memcost. Institutional Members at a
bers receive one run of the Ust free of
charge, with additional runs at the member price.
D. Employees of Institutional members shall

be permitted to attend the IPS Conference
at the member rate.
E. Employees of Corporate members shall be
permitted to attend the IPS Conference at
the member rate.

IV.
1. Executive Secretary: In addition to the
duties outlined in the By-Laws (Article IV,
Section 3). the Executive Secretary shaH
serve as the Meeting Record Repository,
keeping the information provided by conference hosts.
2. Treasurer: The treasurer should arrange for
an audit of the finances of the society
prior to each IPS Conference
numbered year)
of
incumben t is carrying on in the
of treasurer. The audit should completed in
sufficient time for circulation with the
Council papers prior to the conference.
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4. Membership Committee: In addition to
the items listed in the By-Laws Article VIII
Section 2, the Membership Committee
shall also oversee the "IPS Packets for New
Planetariums Task Force" The group proposes that a "packet" of materials be created for distribution to new planetarium
personnel. The packet would include book
and magazine titles, addresses of vendors,
local affiliate reps, etc.
5. Finance Committee
A. This committee shall help determine expenditures (budget) for the coming year
(annually). Executive Officers will propose
a dues structure and committee budgets,
based on the information presented by
the respective committees. The Guidelines
to be used for this process are as follows:
All officers and committee chairs should
submit a requested budget to all members
of the Finance Committee (the elected
officers of IPS). The budget should be outlined for a two-year period
1 to
Dec. 31 two years later. The
should
1/

3. Armand
mittee
maintain a fund
further the ideas eso'oru;ea

neous translation
the need for
blV' Pllblilshiing
rr..""""... ;t-_
material in
tee will also in~TP<:.tiCT!ltp
would be most aplPwpri;ate.

activities.
6. Public Relations Committee: This cOInrrlittee shall
methods for PUDW:IZI,ng
and
purposes
7. Planetarium
mittee: This cornmlltH~e pJlanletariulm
strucHon.
Information Service Committee:
committee shall maintain a Ust
OD(:nilt12:S and distribu te this in1:onmation
reCiluestea to members.

9. Planetariums and the Science
mittee: The committee is directed
for
a document on this
review at its next meeting.
10. Committee for the
of
nicaHon and Personnel:
committee
shall
foster communication hpi-uT<,pn
planet:ari um perSOfllne! and shall

'<.JV,UHJlU.A-

1

needed for each of the iJH_''''-'_LOI.
expected that
review
the proposed two year budget but will be
reviewed at each council
and
revised if necessary at that time.
Committees and Officers should therefore
also be prepared to revise and
their budgets when they
reports to Council."
B. The Finance Committee is authorized to

create appropriate contracts for any nonmonetary compensation ( e.g. time
for retention of public eqlliplm(~nt
pro-rata payment).

VI.

Hoc

1. Public Program/Script Contest Committee:
this committee shall create and administer
a Eugenides SCript Contest (rules appear in
AppendiX D.) The contest shall be funded
by the Eugenides Foundation of Greece.

2. Consumer Affairs/ Astrology Committee:
This committee shall examine issues that
relate to consumer involvement with
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11. Portable Planetarium Committee:
committee shall exist to
are interested in the use
tariums. The
its name. h"rlt",H-u,phr
Planetarium
and also
its
to the officers.

Bank Committee: This committee
and maintain a collection of
to be made available
are directed to draft
guilQejlim~s irlcllldiln2" a one
uomsLng agreement between IPS
insurimg that the author
over
document. This agreement
should also include a one page abstract.

12.

13. Curriculum
Committee:
committee is directed review
function as it relates to curriculum
pn)QtlCe a document
purposes and

completing their goals, and their proposed
prioritized budget.

VII.

(

1. In addition to the duties outlined in the

By-Laws (Article X) the Journal shall:
A Publish annually a call for nominations
for Awards and a list of past recipients. The
Awards committee will provide the necessary information to the Journal Editor.

portation factors (and their Df()D()Sea
costs);
b. Conference Activities- a
concerning normal cOlrlfererlCe
and any unique or unusual !:Irti'Ul1"lPC
which are planned, such as: special tours,
paper sessions, workshops, guest speakers,
optional excurSions, special facilities of an
astronomical/planetarium nature which
are nearby, and other activities available
for family members;

c. Host Town- specific information on the
B. Address controversial issues relating to the
Journal through its Editor, in conjunction
with the Chair of the Publications Committee and Council.

1. The contents of The IPS Directory in print

and electronic media form is the property
of the International Planetarium Society.

area transportation, basic Chamber of
Commerce data
3. The Closing Statement page summarizes
the reasons why, based on the information presented in the Proposal, this site
shou1d be selected as the IPS Conference
location.
B. Conference Requirements

2. Selection of Location
The location for
nOlrl-conferlem:e
Council
shall
than at the .... r£>"a,rlh'H" C()njfen~n(:e
Council M(;~enng.

1. The IPS will o.vr,h·",nfTo put)ucatic)fl
the pre'sident
of org.ani;lations
purposes with IPS.

(7/19/90)

2. The IPS Directory will be published biennially in odd numbered years with a
plement/errata of members published
even numbered years. (7/19/90)

Biennial
1. Guidelines: The International Planetarium

Society holds its conference once every
two years, generally during the summer
and covering a period of four to six days.
The conference should be arranged to
include: (1) interesting speakers and activities; (2) opportunities for members to talk
in formal situations about their profession; and (3) time for members to interact
informally about their ideas and work.
The fonowing Standing Ru1es are intended
to help design a successful IPS conference.
IPS Council assumes adherence to the
rules outlined within this document. If it
is necessary to depart from a ru1e, permission of the IPS President and/or Council is
required (For a complete review of the IPS
Conference Guidelines, see Appendix C.)
A Conference Proposal: All invitations for

conferences are to be submitted to the
President prior to Council meetings no
later than five years before the conference
year. The Conference Proposal consists of
the following items:
1. A letter of invitation from the host institu-

tion on letterhead stationery addressed to
the IPS President and Council. This letter
must include a statement proposing the
time and place of the conference, and a
general statement concerning the advantages of hosting the conference at this particu1ar location.
2. the body of the Proposal must include pertinent information on why planetarians
would find this location appealing: for
example:
a Host Facility- specific information on the
planetarium and surrounding institution
as draWings cards: the ability of the host
institution to serve a large group in terms
of dining, rooming, meeting and trans-
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1. Coordinate all payments for deposits on
facilities and services with the IPS
Treasurer.
2. The registration fee must be stated in the
first pre-conference
(at least 6
months prior to the conference).
3. Any possible limitations on reg~istlratiion
must be advised at the time
the proposal.
4. Discuss with the IPS President, the needs of
the IPS Council for meetings, weB ahead
of the conference. The IPS Council
meets at the time of conference or
before this conference.

communication.
also receive news and
from the

jJUUAA''-U •. n n A ..

3. IPS Sp()ns1orslhlp of "The Universe
Classroom";

1. An IPS members receive the

(lnCludlflg international members),
S. Conference events may not be schedu1ed
concurrent with IPS Council mE~eUng.
6. IPS Business Meeting- Schedu1e a General
Business Meeting Session at the be~~illJninlg
of the conference. If business meetilrlgs
the very last item, the non-verbal..,,,,,n·,u,logical message is, l'business mE:etln$l~S
aren't very important, as indeed our
nization is not, therefore the mt;~eti,ng
placed so as to minimize the inconvenience: most of you will
then
anyway." NO OTHER
BE SCHEDULED DURING THE MEETING.
Be sure that adequate facilities are
ed for the meeting, and that
amount of time is allotted for
session. Discuss the business m~~etiing
with the IPS President before the
ence agenda is finalized
7. Conference Hosts must keep records of the
conference from the time their 1-"'-'1-''-'':''<''':>
are made. These records must
the IPS Executive Secretary for use by
future hosts.

x.

Non

1. Travel
Affiliate
rep1resenl:atives and IPS Officers
subfor 100% reimbursement
room expenses for the time Council is
meeting, and representatives
submit
for one-third of their
ex-
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2. The IPS address
lished at least
newsletter.

ed o. ..""·l",";..""lu
this cOl'poratilon

purpc~ses

for which

n. r.JPI~l\Jlnl

AWARDS COMMITTEE CRITERIA
AND PROCEDURES
A IPS SERVICE AWARD The fonowing
serves as the IPS Service Award Criteria:
1. An IPS Service Award shall be bestowed,
from time to time, by the Society upon an
individual or institution whose presence
and work in the planetarium field has
been, through the years, an inspiration to
the profession and its members.

2. The criteria for such an award call for subjective judgment since there is no easy
way to describe more concretely the prerequisites for the nomination and/or candidacy of a prospective recipient. It should
be implied, nevertheless, that a nominee
for this Award has had a broad, deep, and
concrete effect in the profession and its
development.
3. Any member may submit nominations to
the Awards Committee.
4. The President shall inform the Council of
the Awards Committee's recommendations and request a vote for each and
every such recommendation (approval of
2/3 of those present in an oral vote).
5. None or any number of Service Awards
may be given at each Conference.
6. Recipients shall be recognized at the IPS
Conference at which time they shall be
awarded an appropriate plaque indicating
their selection.
B. FELLOW OF THE INTERNATIONAL

PLANET ARIUM SOCIETY
In order to be named as a Fellow of the International Planetarium Society, a member
must meet one of the follOWing qualifications:
1. Continuous active membership in good
standing in the Society for at least ten
years.

2. Continuous active membership in good
standing in the Society for at least five
years, and substantial contributions in at
least two of the following respects:
a Serving IPS in elective office, diligent and
devoted committee work, and the organization of conferences and meetings,
b. Relevant and significant publications,

and/or conference presentations.

c. Cooperation with professional societies,
organizations and groups which bring
attention to the importance of planetariums' existence.
d) The development of new methods and
media in planetarium
3. Regarding the on-going status of Fellow
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"In the event of
an 1/ Active Fellows"
publi!she'd in The Planetarian each
for the first year tol1mVlfllS!
an asterisk be placed beside the name.
Afterwards, the name would be maintained on an
"Inactive Fellows"
list for
purposes.

conference. This is not
ence is held after .
~UIU'
nations are closed
1.
.A..LJL ....

.. A

to renew mE~ml)ership,
a one year grace
ing which the person is no
a
"Fellow" since a fenow is a
with
special status. (This Standing Rule was
deleted July 1992)

B
ELECTIONS COMMITTEE PROCEDURES
Introduction: This outline
suggestgULaeunes for an elections chair so that he
or
can adhere to the IPS By-Laws, Article
IV which give the parameters for the biennial elections. In particular, it
to
form an elections committee by Jan
conference of September 1. whichever is earHer. The election must be cOim(:)lelted
December 1. The current
a
file of sample letters and other materials
which will be passed on to the next chair.

Floor nominations cannot be entertained
if the conference is held after selpteml)er

1 Date: October, odd year. Ask current incumbent Executive
and
Treasurer if they are
in rUllnilng
again. inform Planetarian editor of election and
nominations in Winter
Solstice

n. Date: November, odd year. Begin to form
the committee. Suggest
Executive
Council and former officers
recommendations for committee
as
wen as previous committee members.
More than three are permitted and a
committee (10 or more) can
a
greater geographical
as wen
as a greater number of possible candidates.
an initial invitation to join the committee
should be accompanied
a copy of the
section of the By-Laws as wen as a request
for initial nominations. Names
ously nominated but not elected
as well as names
to run for re-election should also be
included. Deadline for
1.

m. Date: January, even year. Committee
membership should be determined and
members should be sent a list of all committee members as wen as the initial list of
nominees with a final request for nominees. Deadline March 1.
IV. Date: March, even year. Check with Membership Chair for current
status of all nominees (only current m{~mbelrs
may run). Send letter to all nominees asking for their acceptance of the initial nomination and a brief fact sheet (position,
address, phone, experience, education,
IPS/regional
other pertinent factors). Explain that
may be a narrowing of the field
the committee, ""-no,,,,_
on the
of initial nominees for
office and that, in any case, nominations from the floor are permitted at the
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VIII. Date: SeDlterntx:~r.

IX. Date: December 1, even year. Ballots
counted.
from ballots
before
all un~;lgrlea
a
caJlcticta'tes, Executive "'"'u' ............. ,
Officers, Election
members,
and Planetarian editor should be informed
as soon
Actual vote counts
should
from
X. All committees are

APPENDIX C
THE IPS BIENNIAL CONFERENCE
GUIDELINES
L Guidelines: The International

1-'1 !1rnp,t::lv'h 1i'1(\

holds its conference once every
two years,
the smnrrler,

and covering
of four to six days. A
membership indicates
survey of the
that the majority of members find it more
convenient to attend conferences in the
summer. This is especially true for those
planetarians involved in educational facilities. The conference should be arranged to
include: (1) interesting speakers and activities; (2) opportunities for members to talk
in formal situations about their profession; and (3) time for members to interact
informally about their ideas and work.
The fonowing guidelines are intended to
help design an effective conference proposal
and to aide in formulating plans for a successful IPS conference. IPS Council assumes
adherence to the rules outlined within this
document. If it is necessary to depart from a
rule, permission of the IPS President and/or
Council is required. Council realizes that the
Conference Host needs flexibility, and occasional exceptions to rules. In planning a large
successful conference.
A. Conference Proposal: All invitations for
conferences are to be submitted to the
President prior to Council meetings no
later than five years before the proposed
conference, with copies of proposals taken
back by affiliate representatives to their
organizations for input, and final selection
of size will be voted on at the Council
meeting held at least four years before the
conference year. The conference Proposal
consists of the fonowing items:
1. a letter of Invitation from the host institution on letterhead stationery addressed to
the IPS President and Council. This letter
must include a statement proposing the
time and place of the conference, and a
general statement concerning the advantages of hosting the conference at this particular location.

2. The body of the Proposal must include
pertinent information on why planetarians would find this location appealing;
for example:
a Host Facmty- specific information on the
planetarium and surrounding institution
as drawing cards; the ability of the host
institution to serve a large group in terms
of dining, rooming, meeting and transportation factors (and their proposed costs);
b. Conference Activities-a general statement
concerning normal conference agenda
and any unique or unusual activities
which are planned, such as: special tours,
paper sessions, workshops, guest speakers,
optional excursions, special facilities of an
astronomical/ planetarium nature which
are nearby, and other activities available
for family members;

c. Host town- specific information of the area
in which the conference is being held;
weather, recreation facilities, transportation, basic Chamber of Commerce data
3. The Closing Statement pager summarizes
the reasons why, based on the information presented in the Proposal, this site
should be selected as the IPS Conference
location.
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B. Basic Orl~aIlli~ltion

1.

in the plannmg
will perfoflm
ed, but certain you can
them for the tasks assigned

2. Set deadlines for tasks to be
be adamant about
them.

and

3. Put in writing all tasks, sctledulE5,
and phone numbers, and
to all persons who need to
information.
4. Be firm about getting arr;anSl~errlents and
agreements with hotels
caterers in
writing.
C. Publicity

1. The Planetarian. IPS publication, is

first line of communication with
members. Don't neglect to notify affiliate
editors so that they may pUblish conference news in their publications. Publications related to science teaching and
museum news would also be considered
when looking for sources
2. If your institution has a
use that person. Give him/her
mation regarding the purpose of our conference and the people involved If you
don't have a publicity person, you or
someone on your staff should contact the
media for coverage. Media people thrive
on unique, clever, and unusual
to
topics-see what you can come up with.
Ask the media people what they want as
far as a story-personal interviews are best;
they also establish contacts. If pOSSible,
arrange for talk show interviews with
some of the delegates
their
or
interviews during the conference
at
the conference site.

tourist bureaus
conference clerical
etc.-use them.
4. Coordinate all ...,'Ol''' ....... on+<'
facilities and
Treasurer.
E.l<l11nr1II"-HT

3. A major publicity consideration is
ty to IPS members in advance
times. They need to plan their schedules
items.
and perhaps even to arrange
Try to set times which allow
and
of the visit.
sightseeing or leisure as
Enhance your offer by
conference attendees with other
and do in your area Set the
later than one year before the c011terenlce,
preferabl y earlier.
4. Arrange to have your trustees, board members, or VIP's meet with
Most
desirable is a social setting
banquet or cocktail hour.
D. Fees

can
gates to stay in the cOlrlfererlce
costs for
rooms are canceled
reduced
hotel guests
ference attendees.
F. iJ(:>Cl'ict .. ",tiiAn (Time Table)

1. A general gUideline which has evolved
over time is to charge the non-member
the basic conference fee plus he cost of
membership in IPS. (IPS dues may be
waived for spouses of attending members.)
in
This automatically enrolls
the organization. Coordinate
the IPS
Treasurer the option
conference attendees to pay for two year memberships rather than just one year.
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1 Your first
the call
THAN SIX
FERENCE.

ENCE. Allow adequate time for the deadline to register after this mailing-at least
two months.
3. Preregistration is a great help (invaluable

for planning logistics). To encourage members to preregister, tack on a late charge for
all registrants after a specified date.

with the IPS President before the conference agenda is finalized
4. Affiliate Meetings- some affiliates elect to
hold business meetings in cOlnjumcticln
with the IPS conference.
with each
group to determine if they will need a slot
in the schedule for such a purpose.

ina
conference palrti<:ipanlts
all IPS melmbers). 1<".,.0.-1;""<1"
be discussed
Pn~i(leIllt
Council
j. th011ght

S. Paper Sessions

4. The major business to be carried out at the
registration desk at conference should be:

a) confirm preregistered conference attendees b) register late comers c) handout
conference packet d) serve as a general
information center
S. Any possible limitations on registration

must be advised at the time of submitting
the proposal.

a A papers committee should review aU
papers to be presented in order to insure
appropriate topiCS and quality. This can be
a function assigned by the Council or the
conference host. Papers committee persons should be chosen for their ability to
select papers on the basis of organization
rather than on agreement or objective disagreement with the ideas the papers propose.

at that meetulg upon reg;istlration.

mended
6. Panel Discussions

G. Accommodations - Conference Center
1 Accommodations should be as dose to
conference activities as possible, unless
mass transit at a reasonable rate can be
arranged

2. In selecting a conference hotel, the Host
should be careful to examine room, food,
and beverage service costs in making comparisons among possible conference
hotels. Be sure there are adequate facilities
for fast service at breakfast time (or
enough nearby restaurants to handle the
overflow) as wen as facilities for large banquet type meals.
3. Check the facilities for meeting and conference rooms to be sure they meet your
requirements for seating capacity, A/V
eqUipment, and the adaptability of the
room for your needs.
4. Competent hotels/motels will handle
details of room reservations for you with
reservation cards, plus plenty of suggestions. Be sure to establish a method of
knowing who has reserved rooms and
therefore who is coming to the hotel.
H. Conference Agenda

1 Discuss the needs of the Council for meetings with the IPS President well ahead of
the conference. Council always meets at
the time of conference or just before this
conference.

2. Conference events may not be scheduled
concurrent with Council meetings.
3. IPS Business Meeting- Schedule a General

Business Meeting Session at the beginning
of the conference. If business meetings are
the very last item, the non-verbal psychological message is, ''business meetings
aren't very important, as indeed our organization is not, therefore, the meeting is
placed so as to minimize the inconvenience: most of you will have gone by then
anyway." NO OTHER ACTIVITY SHOULD
BE SCHEDULED DURING THE MEETING.
Be sure that adequate facilities are provided for the meeting, and that the proper
amount of time is allotted for this general
times
session. Discuss the business
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b. Paper sessions can be arranged topically in
such categories as: Philosophy, Technology and Hardware, Administration and
Management, the Public Program, Education Programs, Publicity and P.R. (sometimes combined with Administration and
management). Innovative Programs, etc.
This approach has the advantage of allowing split concurrent sessions where interests can be accommodated.
should be limited to between ten
and twenty minutes. Studies have shown
that to listen to one speaker
twenty minutes loses the majority
Time should be allotted at the end of each
presentation for questions from the audience.

a Panel discussions can be
well as pnjrp.. ir~h,i1'1lcr
for

b. Panel discussions should be built
the session
and a
palrti<:ip,aW)n. Panel members
chosen and the total number
.".,'rH,-l",,,,,,,,·~,, should number about

Co Papers

7. Poster Sessions

1. Try to synchronize papers in planning -10
minute papers together, 20 - minute
papers together, etc., as wen as OBSERVING A STRICT TIME SEQUENCE.
2. Attempt to keep the speaking rooms dose
by one another so that people can go
between rooms easily.
d Each hour should have a planned coffee
break or five minutes stretch
or
allow for delegates to easily
in and
out of the seating area at their discretion.
Please make allowances so that
or
no, distraction and discourtesy to
speaker and the audience is eXjperierlce,d.
e. Outside each speaking room there should
be a bulletin board with information
about the events occurring inside: title of
talk, speaker, time.
f. Arrange to have a special room set aside for
speakers to prepare materials they
have before the talk - slides, displays,
Ten speakers about this room when
are notified that their papers are ao:eElte<i.
g. Have tables set up for handout materials in
or near the speakers' room
h, Assign a session chairperson for each paper
session. This persons' duty is to
things running smoothly time-wise, and
for any technical problems which
arise.
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8. W orkstlopS

a

and the langwige

9. Enrichment Sessions
a Tours of facilities of interest like NASA,
astronomy facilities, and museums, are
examples of these sessions. they are
rewarding and enhance a Planetarian
over-all knowledge of the relationship of a
planetarium to society. Occasionally these
sessions are made available the day following the conference.
b. Certainly a must on this list would be the
local planetarium installations in the area
If at all pOSSible, arrange a session involving the public or students participating in
a program that delegates can observe.
10. Invited Speakers

I. Tips to
the Conference 1{unnlmg
Smoothly
1. Keep the conference
ON TIME.
Make this philosophy known to all who
are involved with the conference - servers
of meals, session
bus lines,
etc.
2. At the conference center have a person/s
to answer phones, type and answer inqUires, etc.
3. Have adequate personnel at the registra-

tion table. Remember, some delegates will
need to
(perhaps not even the
first day
conference), so have a designated place for them to report to for
details.

a Speakers for banquets definitely should be
selected for their ability to address an audience with something to say to which
planetarians can relate. Speakers with
enthusiasm, humor, and any dynamiC
qualities are a must for banquets. Wellknown, dignitaries, and other of great
merit who do not have these speaking
qualities should appear elsewhere during
the conference.

5. Assign chairpersons for the session on
papers.

11. Exhibitors

7. Prepare special identification tags for host
institution aides/members.

a A display area should be provided (most
hotels have these) where businesses associated with the planetarium field can display their materials. Schedules should be
arranged so that delegates can easily go
through the display area Fees are normally collected from exhibitors (sometimes
these fees are to pay for the use of the
space). Such fees range from $25.00 per
block (a block is normally 10 X 1O-foot) to
$100.00 a block. Some exhibitors will purchase several adjacent blocks. Fees are
sometimes for the entire conference and
sometimes on a per day basis. In addition,
a general display table for flyers should be
provided. Be sure that adequate time, convenient locations, proper publicity, and
security are provided for the exhibits.

ate assist with 1'P,,{;rjp1:ATiT1IO"
the paper sessions.

THE EUGENIDES FOUNDATION
CONTEST AWARDS
L General

recog]lition of individual "''''''_'-U'-AH_'plane1:ari 1um show prC)dUlcti<on,
shaH hold a continuous L'A".~AAJU""''''
the Eu~(enildes

4. Be sure name tags list the r1Pl""r.n'.;: name,
institution, and location.

6. Be sure to have aides to run

B.

batteries for pointers, spare lamps
jectors, etc.

8. Portable communication contact (walkietalkie, intercom) with the conference center is a big help.

9. Have available an audio-visual person/s
who knows how to check things out
ahead of time, like whether a P.A. system
works or not, how to plug in microphones, how to move projectors on stands
so as to accomplish in-focus pn)le:WJn,
etc.
10. Have a photographer to
and proceedings photos: a tape
specialist to tape all sessions: someone to
keep an historical record of
cially if any of the sessions are to

ed

C. Winners shall be recogrliz{~d
tarian and at the
Conf(~relI1.C(~ whelre
shall be awarded a certificate
selection.

U. Contest Rules and Procedures

A.

one
files,
referees.

12. Social Sessions
a Any good conference will allow ample
time for planetarians to get together for
the purpose of swapping ideas, comparing
experiences, talking over business, passing
time, socializing, and a multitude of other
activities.
b. Cocktail hours will sometimes be hosted
by local companies or businesses associated with the planetarium field. Occasionally these companies will opt to host
lunches or coffee hours rather than cocktail hours. Other social sessions can
include cash bars, cookouts, tours, etc.

11. A general aide, technical
or
director would be good to have.
people should have a complete breakdown of
duties, responsible parties,
numbers
and room numbers to
if need
be. (Provide a clip board or
to
be carried by this person.)

12. Provide a person/s to run shuttle for
transportation needs from the conference
center to bus and air terminals.
13. Provide technicians to handle sessions in
the planetarium.
14. Assign a person to be in charge of han-

c. Achieving a good balance between social
and working sessions is the tricky part.
Some conferences have left the delegates
feeling like they were race horses- winded
and always on the go, with no time to
relax and catch their breath. On the other
hand, some conferences never seem to get
serious and really party most of the time.
The host should strive for a happy medium.
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dling the registration packet - check the
contents: don't forget a complete list of
delegates attending the conference.

J. Regional and/or Local Differences

E. En tries are to be submitted het:Wf:~en
and December 31 of the non-conference
Winners
con test shaH
the awards ceremonies
IPS conference.

1. If a conference is held in a non-l:'.n~!ns:n

speaking country, please make adt~quate
provisions for language differences
between the majority of our paJrtH:lpan1ts
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1 Title,

phone at the top of the first page, or on a
separate title page.

1. General Evaluative Criteria

2. Text in English, typed, double-spaced,
pages numbered (computer printout
acceptable).

a) The program's purpose/goals are clear.
The overall program achieves the perceived purpose and goals.
c) The program's structure enhances the purpose/goals
d) The style and technique of the program
enhances its purpose/goals
e) The program has value for the intended
audience.
f) Overall originality and creativity are

b)

3. Text on right hand side of page; corre-

sponding visuals appear on the left side.
Line numbers optional.
4. Recommended visuals shall include slides,

panoramas, special effect, plus appropriate
star instrument functions/motions.

2. Specific Evaluation Criteria:
5. Suggested length not more than 20-30

pages; shorter scripts acceptable.
III. Evaluative Criteria

A. For each of the criteria listed below, each
referee shall assign a numeric value as follows:
1. Five for superior (or strongly agree)
2. Four for above average (or agree)
3. Three for average (or neutral)
4. Two for below average (or disagree)
5. One for inferior (or strongly disagree)
B. Each referee shall respond to the follow-

a) Information (Cognitive) Criteria
1. Contents are clear.
2. Repetition is used for clarity or previous
recall.
3. Perceptual capacity of the viewer is respected (Example: no "information overload"
occurs)
4. Potential"noise" or confusion is overcome
by emphasis, clarity or carefully chosen
examples.
5. The continuity of ideas expressed is readily
apparent
b) Entertainment Function (Predictable
Structure and Conclusions)

ing:

1 Program features an
or
contemplative beginning.
2. Program properly uses dramatic
tension/sense of impending change/surprise elements to maintain interest.
3. Perceived tone of address is positive Oeading, not "talking down to" the audience)
4. Examples/amount of humor used are carefuny chosen (not employing
stereotypes, or negative prejudices).
5. Mood/feeling created by the show is such
that audience members may wish to
explore topic(s) further on their own.
c) Persuasion Functions (Arguments and
Explicit/Implicit Conclusions) Criteria
1 program indicates that the writer is competent.
2. style of the argument puts the audience
into a receptive mood
3. organization of the argument is clear,
cal, and conclusive.
4. argument is appropriate to the intended
audience.

IV. Awards Categories/Values
A. First Place - $500.00 (USD)
B. Second Place - $250.00 (USD)
C Third Place - $150.00 (USD)
D. Fourth Place - $100.00 (USD)

From the makers of

HOME-DOME & PRO-DOME Observatories

Planet
Do e
With our new line of Planetarium Domes, you can now afford to
upgrade or add facilities, or replace that portable bubble with a
beautiful permanent dome. As with our astronomy observatories, we
guarantee quality design and construction, easy assembly, and
customized products to meet your needs.

3 & 5 m. dIameters
Stand-alone or
Level or Tilted Configuration
Easy Assembly
All Fiberglass
Full height/handicap access
Priced from only $3950
Now Available!
"At Horne in a Dome".
75 pages of observatory
design ideas.
Only $7.95 postpaid in U.S.
Quantity discounts available.

TECHNICAL INNOVATIONS, INC.
22500 Old Hundred Rd * Barnesville, MD
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Corrections to
So You Want to Build a Plan t
Ken Wilson, Director
Ethyl Universe Planetarium and Space Theater
Science Museum of Virginia
2500 West Broad St.
Richmond, Virginia 23220
kwilson@cabell.vcu.edu
(804) 367-0457 voice
(804) 367-9348 fax
The first edition of So you want to Build a Planetarium that was
mailed to all I.P.S. members with the last issue of The Planetarian
included, on page 16, a list of "Manufacturers of Star Projectors".
Unfortunately this list was inserted just before the booklet went to

press and did not undergo the review and proofing that the rest of the
booklet did Consequently, the list has some errors and omissions for
which we apologize. Please copy this revised list and insert the copy
in your booklet.

Manufacturers of Planetarium
Star Projectors

Tel: 06-386-2050
FAX: 06-386-2027

Audio Visual Imagineering Inc.
10801 Cosmonaut Boulevard
Orlando, FL 33824
USA
Tel: 407-859-8166
FAX: 407-859-8254

R. S. Automation Industrie
Z. 1. de la Vaure
42290 Sorbiers
France
Tel: 77533048
FAX: 77533861

Carl Zeiss Jena GmbH
Zeiss Gruppe
Astronomishe Gerate
07740 Jena
Germany
Tel: +49-3641-64-3133
FAX: +49-3641-64-2023

Spitz Space Systems
US Route I, P.O.Box 198
Chadds Ford, PA 19317
USA
Tel: 215-459-5200
FAX: 215-459-3830

Evans & Sutherland (Digistar)
600 Komas Dr.
Salt Lake City, UT 84108
USA
Tel: 801-582-5847
FAX: 801-582-5849
Goto Optical Mfg. Co.
4-16 YAZAKICHO, FUCHU-SHI
Tokyo 183
Japan
Tel: (81)-0423 (62) 5312
FAX: (81)-0423 (61) 9571
Minolta Company, LTD.
Planetarium Operations
Esaka CTS Center
2-30 Toyotsu-Cho
Suita-Shi, Osaka 564
Japan
16

Starlab Planetarium Systems
Learning Technologies, Inc.
59 Walden Street
Cambridge, MA 02140
USA
Tel: 617-547-7724
FAX: 617-547-2686

Domes and Spaces
1275 South Deshon Road
Lithonia, Georgia 30058
USA
Tel: 404-482-6074
East Coast Control Systems
4955 Brookhaven st.
Cocoa, FL 32927
USA
Tel: 407-631-9799
Horn Enterprises
11 Streamview Court
Durham, NC 27713
USA
Tel: 919-489-1429
Joe Hopkins Engineering
4301 32nd Street West, C-1
Bradenton, FL 34205
USA
Tel: 813-758-6686
FAX: 813-753-1482

(In addition to the above companies)

Prodome
Marjaniementie 22
SF-00930
Helsinki
Finland
Tel: 358-0-338 606

Conic Instrument Co.
219 Worcester N.E.
Grand Rapids, MI 49503
USA
Tel: 616-451-0159
FAX: 616-451-0159

Sky-Skan, Inc.
51 Lake Street
Nashua, NH 03060
USA
Tel: 603-880-8500
FAX: 603-882-6522

Other Specialized Planetarium
Projection Equipment:
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ANSWER: Thars easy. Everybody asks about our theme song which
is the classic 'Arabesque #1' by Claude Debussy performed by
Tomita on the still available "Snowflakes Are pancing- album (RCA)

•

At what times and
HUSTLER'?

ANSWER: Most TV stations air 'STAR HUSTLER' just before
nightly sign-off. However, due to 'STAR HUSTLER's' enormous
popularity a number of stations find the show's 5-minute format
can fit anywhere during the broadcast day and air the show more
frequently. Local TV listings seldom include 5-minute shows, so irs
best to call the station for the broadcast schedule.
QUESTION:

if I can' find 'STAR HUSllER' on
how can I see It where I

hometown PBS

* ~ACI

ANSWER: 'STAR HUSTLER' is provided free of charge by WPBT,
Miami to all PBS stations. If you can't find it, write or call your local
PBS station and ask if they will air it and remind them that it ~
available free of charge.
""or,..,,,,

Is It necessary to get spedaI permission to use 'STAR
HUSTlER' for astronomy dub meetings, teaching In the

dassrocm, sdaa ~ a pianetnm use?
ANSWER: No. In fac~ many astronomy clubs, teachers, science
museums and planetariums have been taping 'STAR HUSTLER' off
the air and using it regularly as a way to reach their public.

Is there any way I can get 'STAR HUSTLER' other
Ulan my local PBS station?
ANSWER: Yes. A month's worth of 'STAR HUSTLER' episodes are
fed monthly to a satellite from which aU PBS stations take it for
their local programming. ~ with a satellite dish is welcome to
the satellite feed. Again, no permission is required. For satellite
feed dates and times call Monday through Friday (Eastern time)
305-854-4242. Ask for Mrs. Harper or Mr. Dishong.

on

TV series

n;;U(p.C1I-P.\ilP'

..... one of the few writers who can

QUESTION:

ANSWER: Any teacher anywhere around the world can obtain 'STAR
HUSTLER' episodes in advance through their NASA
Teachers' Resource Center. For details write:NASA C.O.R.E.;
Lorain County Joint Vocational School; 15181 Route 58 South;
Oberlin, OH. 44074.

If•••

the

knows how to come down from
tower and make ~_c:t!"nn(')mll

' ..... /II-I..,"ri ..........

Planetarium

..... 1 never miss it. As someone totally
involved in science
J'm enthralled
with Jack Horkheimer's science fact. "
John Nathan
Executive
'Dr. Who'

Produced in
with
Miami Museum of Science &
Transit Planetarium

IID

I

This is my last "President's column." As is
the tradition, at the stroke of midnight on
New Year's Eve, I will pass the reins on to our
next President,Jim Manning. More on that a
little later in this column but, first, a few
other bits of news.
First, I am pleased to say that planetarium
professionals and other astronomy educators
from eastern Europe are continuing to reach
out to each other and organize. On October
4 through 6, a meeting was held in Slovakia
on the occasion of the 10th anniversary of
the opening of the Presov Planetarium.
Delegates were invited to attend from
Bohemia, Hungary, Poland, the Ukraine,
Russia, and Bulgaria
As IPS PreSident, I sent official greetings
along with IPS literature and encouraged
those delegates who weren't members to join
us and consider either organizing an affiliate
society or joining others in the European
community.
If you would like details on the conference, you can contact:
Ms. Stefania Lenzova, Director
Hvezdaren a planetarium
Dilongova17
080 01 Presov
Slovakia
Tel/fax: 42-91-22-065
Second, I am pleased to announce that
IPS will be a co-sponsor of a major symposium entitled Astronomy Education: Recent
Developments, Future Directions which will
be part of the 1995 Annual Meeting of the
Astronomical SOCiety of the Pacific.
The sympOSium will be held June 24-25
at the University of Maryland (near
Washington, D.C., USA) and is intended to
bring together hundreds of professionals
actively involved in astronomy education
from school, university, museum and planetarium settings.
This represents the first jOint undertaking
of its kind between IPS and ASP-a move
which I am confident will benefit both organizations and their members and lead to
other jOint projects in the future.
There will be opportunities for IPS mem-
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bers to submit proposals for poster papers as
well as take part in structured discussions. As
any of you know who have attended past
ASP meetings, they are excellent conferences
with opportunities to meet colleagues, hear
popular and professional level talks, attend
teacher workshops and meet with a large
contingent of vendors.
I encourage as many of you as possible to
attend and actively participate. For more
information, contact:
Dr. John R Percy
Chair: ASP Program Committee
University of Toronto
Mississanga, Ontario
Canada L5L 1C6
(90S) 828-5351
FAX(905) 828-5328
Internet: percy@astro.utoronto.ca
or contact our own Lonny Baker at ASP
headquarters in San Francisco.
While on the wavelength of the
Astronomical Society of the Pacific, I also
wanted to mention two awards they present
each year. The first is the Klumpke-Roberts
Award which lirecognizes outstanding contributions to the better understanding and
appreciation of astronomy." A second honor,
The Thomas Brennan Award, is given for
"outstanding contributions to the u~acnm~
of astronomy in grades 9-12."
The deadline for nominations for the
Klumpke-Roberts Award is December 1 and
for the Thomas Brennan Award, December
15. While you may be receiving this issue of
The Planetarian just too late to take action
this year, I encourage you to pencil these
deadlines into your 1995 calendars and think
carefully about fellow planetarium
sionals who would be worthy of your future
nominations. An estimated 20 million people each year visit planetariums. Our members are making a huge but
under-recognized contribution to astronomy education and here is an excellent
opportuni ty for us to try to do sOInethlng
about it.
For more information on nomination
guidelines for these awards, write to Dr.
Robert Havlen or, again, our own
Baker at:
The Astronomical Society of the Pacific
390 Ashton Avenue
San FranCisco, CA 94112
Finally, as my term as President comes to
a close-a few reflectiOns, a few predictions
and a request.
Looking back, even though I served as
Acting President in John Pogue's absence at
IPS '92 and, therefore, had a somewhat
longer term than others, I must say it all goes
by so very quickly. I'm not suggesting we
lengthen the term of the PreSidency but it
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seems like you
get some
wound up and out the door and
leave.
I hope my term will be remembered
time when we got some
back
and moving forward, as a time
brought in four new affiliates and
the largest and most international IPS date
(631 individual and 83 institutional un_~UL''-<''
in 18 regional affiliate associations)
a
time when we
to reach out to fellow
organizations like the AAS and the ASP.
sincere thanks to so many of you whose
hard work and dedication
all
this possible.
so
Next,
a frustration-that
spread out around the world and have
chance to
see each other
quently. Of course, we have mail service and
tel~epllorles and, in
FAX
machines and E-mail but we don't
enough. If I have heard one '-"'<HFH.A""
regional
it's that
hear from you, the members,
must concur. IPS is your
its
leaders and Council members want to represent you as effectively as
but we are
not
Please take the time to call
or write and
us information and feedback on issues that are
to YOlL It
will
to
this Vi;~<"HL.,'r'
tion.
And now a few
First, that
will continue to grow and become
vital with each
year. Second,
!ealO€'rSrup will remain strong and nn_t-,.,u'!r
~'-''''''''AL'',~ two years ago when I learned
that Jim
was voted President-Elect
Jim for
because I had known and
many years. I can assure all of you
we
have worked very closely over the
two
years and have been in constant contact
And
all
issues and decisions
so,
I, I know this will be
smooth transition for IPS. Jim, of course,
his own
talents to the tasks
which He ahead and, I'm sure, will
IPS
on to bigger and better things but I think the
process will be a continuous one.
He and his team will have my fun support
and dedication.
a request-a very strong request.
If
reading this is time and you haven't
filled in and mailed your ballot
new
IPS Officers please do so
You will be
choosing a new
and a PresidentElect who will be a voting member of
Council
the year 2000. VOTE! It's
your right and your OOJllg'iUC:Jn.
It has been the greatest honor of my
career to have served as your President
worked for such a wonderful group
people. Thanks for the ntTnr.,..h,nit,,,
haven't let too many
,-'i'VU,,,"iL

UUJuu,J'UI'.

work: 214-523-1836
home:
fax: 214

dcpierce. tenet.edu.
44Lord Knows I Try":
Yes, Donald S. Hall, you certainly do! It
must have been written in the stars because
Don has been on stage since the early age of
seven when he received his first puppet. "I
had quite a bit of trouble learning to operate
the strings. My fingers kept getting mixed up
so that I would intend to move the foot of
one of the figures and then instead I'd move

liaison between the theater and the ATOE
and at that hour be the only man alive who
could arrange to save the organ from oblivion. Because of the construction of a theater
into a new, plush film house in a neighborhood shopping center, the downtown theater would be demolished and with it the
organ. Don arranged for Campbell College to
accept the organ for its chapel-auditorium
and personally helped pack the pipes into
casket shipping crates that were borrowed
from a local funeral director. An article coauthored by Don is entitled "How We Took
Out an Eight Rank Morton in 20 Hours." And
did you know Don was co-owner of Birthday
Enterprises at Stetson University that made
certain that students received a birthday
cake delivered with a message from mom
and dad (keeping it on a personal basis by
making no mention of the organization)Don would contact the parents and his
roommate would order and deliver the
cakes. Even then Don was well-known as an
en trepreneur as he saved money to go
towards his masters degree! As the Fort
Lauderdale News and Sun-Sentinel quoted in
1960: "Versatile Don Pulls Wodd On a String.
At 20, Don Hall is a gourmet of living. He
explores the colorful and unusual with the

years later "Don has the world
whether ",,...+i,,cd-i ..,,,,
chords,
You name it, he's
Depression glass?? Donald S. Hall
6,000 pieces and he lectures on
made, what to collect, and how
pay, and he attempts to
depression glass for his audience.
has been in terested in
and got hooked on der)res;sion
when he became the owner of a box
plates and tumblers. Don defines QelJre:~Si(lll
glass lias the collectors' name for
dishes produced around the time
Depression and the world's first
machine-made
II "Part of the
of
collecting D.G. is that it is available" says
Hall. (I'm
to connect this unusual
hobby of Don's to
reflection, refraction?)
How many
have received
the
of Donald S. Han? To name a
few: St. Louis, Tucson, Me:mlJhts,
D.C, l"-'fj;~-~~,~~
San Francisco,
lis, Newport News, Albany, Twin Falls! Do
you remember when Don created Star Dome
for Science Kit in Buffalo? Was program corysultant for Ontario Place; astronomy consul-

Congratulations to the Planetarian of the Year Donald S. Hall!
the hand," quotes Don at the ripe old age of
10! Don not only worked the puppets, he
wrote the scripts, built the stage, props, and
some of the puppets, but also entertained
groups all over the Columbus, OhiO, area!
And Donald S. Hall has been entertaining us
ever since!
Born in Columbus in 1940, Don received
his B.A. from Stetson University in DeLand,
Florida, in 1962 and his M.Ed. from the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
in 1965. He has held the directorship at the
Strasenburgh Planetarium in Rochester since
1970 and says he is retiring this coming year.
His years as the educational director at
Strasenburgh, U.S. Astronaut Instructor,
Astronomy Instructor at the University of
North Carolina, Assistant Director and
Administrative Assistant at the Morehead
Planetarium, Guest Lecturer at the John
Young Planetarium and the Miami Museum
of Science, and a Student Director at the L.L.
Rice Planetarium in DeLand are some of the
professional positions we know about, but
did you know Don played organ interludes
at the opening of a plush new theater and
the showing of a top new motion picture in
Pompano Beach in 1960? Who would have
dreamed that Don Hall, the "Keeper of the
Organ" would many years later act as the
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anticipation of a hungry man before a smorgasbord table. And he gets his filL" After
three years of puppeteering Don switched to
magic tricks that "I could handle on the
stage by myself." Don's night-club-act type
of magic swept puppeteering fame aside in
the years that followed. In addition to
vate shows, he performed on television and
at 16 years of age appeared on the stage with
Blackstone the Magician! "As every pro will
admit, stages are loaded with unexpected
rough spots that trip even the most careful
of showmen," a quote that will live in infinity in his long and successful career! Don
must have used some of this magic again on
Friday the 13th, 1968-his opening presentation at the Strasenburgh!
At 15 Don's parents bought him an organ.
"That did it for me," said Don, "I started playing the thing and haven't stopped since."
Don's talents earned him a job selling and
demonstrating organs in a local store, teaching jobs, and performing for dinner guests at
a restaurant in his college town. "His versatility with the organ induded the use of a toy
piano for Limehouse Blue and a ruler and
three pencils for sound effects in Caravan."
During these college years Don edited a joke
column Hat Rack Humor for his campus
newspaper. Who would know that some 30
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tant for Science Kit; program OflJQlllC!:r
Environmental Centers in West
member of the
Board of
Space Science Education Center in l.·";r~/~rh
and on the Advisory Board for Board of
Cooperative Education Monroe #2, Planetarium Education Project? Remember Don's
40
television astronomy features on
PBS in the
80's? A
counselor
for the Health Association of Rochester crisis
intervention service? Don has been guest lecturer for not only the IPS'78 and '94 Conferences, but also for MAPS, SEPA, GLP A, and
SW AP (in '95-we are a little slow) affiliates;
American Astronomical
the
commencement
at the East Irondequoit
School Commencement in
Rochester!
How many of us have been students at
Strasenburgh's summer Planetarium Production Techniques Seminar? Remember when
Don said "We've learned a lot about
tarium shows since we started For one
we found we were
too
and
"We let the visuals carry themselves. It's like
baseball commentators on television. The
best ones
and allow you to watch
the action. They don't get in the way."
"The
is for
to have
to learn sOlnethilng
/I

the way, well, that's all right too. It's a real
thrill to watch the stars brighten and dim!"
People who talk like that ought to be put away
somewhere. Somewhere like a planetarium.
Which reminds me of a story Philip Groce
told of his trying to reach Don for an interview and the telephone operator gave Phil
the number for the Rochester Sanatorium.
When Phil finally straightened out the mixup and told the story to Don, who answered
"sometimes it's a lot like that around here."
Don Hall is a gourmet cook. Seems this
happened in the 70's when Don would cook
on his day off-a Monday kind of cook! '11ike
to experiment with and explore into foodcooking is a neat thing to do, a real nice
hobby./I EVidently as a boy Don and his
brother David learned their way around the
kitchen with their mother's gUidance. But it
wasn't until he studied for his master's
degree that he became a fearless bachelor
cook with the aid of Fannie Farmer!. "Vou just
can't mess up anything in the Fannie Farmer
Cookbook,lI Don says. "It assumes you know
nothing and tens you everything. I've given
it to several bachelor friends./I Quotes are
from The Times-Union under headline Planetarium's Don Hall Stars in Kitchen in February
of 1978!
Do you remember the days Don was training American astronauts in star identification as a member of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Instruction Team while an assistant director at the
Morehead Planetarium? Don knew the three
Apollo 7 astronauts before they ever sat on
top of a Saturn rocket! Pictures of astronauts
Edward White and James McDivitt checking
out celestial navigational eqUipment inside
the Morehead Planetarium's Gemini
Simulator and sitting in plywood booths
viewing a sky being rolled above them duplicating the space mission area are in the
archives! "The problem of recognition of
familiar celestial objects grows larger as the
area of the sky that can be seen grows smaller" led to the astronauts spending a high percentage of time practicing at recognizing
small portions of the sky. Don gave this
instruction to 50 of the 55 American astronauts! In 1967 the Morehead Planetarium
played a valuable segment in U.S. space
exploration by providing the astronauts
with a working knowledge of the normal
sky and of the ultimate gUidance systemthe stars. The planetarium then was not only
helping to train the astronauts but aiding in
the development of some of the instruments
they would be using in space. "This sort of
work at the planetarium will undoubtedly
continue and grow more complex as man
ventures farther from home in his exploration of space." Ves, it will, Don.
Don, the godfather of a planetarium in
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Stuttgart, Germany? AU it took was a letter!
As director of Strasenburgh Planetarium Don
was consulted as to whether a planetarium is
practical or not. "I cannot help but wonder
about our sense of priorities when we think
nothing of spending the same amount of
money on less than a mile of superhighway
that it would cost to build and equip a planetarium. If Stuttgart will build a planetarium
which will be an exciting theater of the universe for years to come, I can think of no better way to spend public money for the
enrichment of life in your city .../1 writes Don.
And it was built!
An article about Star Makers at Rochester's
Strasenburgh Planetarium says: "Hall, a tall
gangling man, is the only one at the planetarium with an uncluttered office. He can
ten with one quick glance at a color-coded
calendar what shows will be playing what
day in the Star Theater, and when additional
shows could be scheduled." Staff meetings
were "as funny as they are productive. There
is a constant volley of wisecracks (Hall is the
favorite target) and pOints are awarded for
the best put-down." When the going gets
tough "Because I said so," thunders HaD,
thumping on the table with his fist. "And it's
MY table, MY office, and MY show. '''''Well,
that's never held any water before,
one
of the staff." Hall was famous for his everythree-weeks "That's Why We Have These
Little Meetings" meetings. "So named," says
Hall, "because at one point during every
meeting either Terry or I say, That's why we
have these little meetings. Hall has also been
known to plunk down on the table a threedimensional sign reading "Seeing, Understanding, Exploring." Don has said: "We've
had a few complaints about the Zeiss.
have come up and told me they could see
better if we got that big metal
out of
the way."
Don's favorite article ever on a nlo'npt~ ...'i_
um production was written in 1971
Carpenter: "It was 7 p.m. and an aplJrenel1sive, shirt-sleeved staff has been u,,"'\ril'lna
since early morning trying to get the show
into the computer's memory .... Now it was a
last run-through of the
Planetarium's new holiday seasons
The Star of Christmas. Technicians
around the control console in the darkened
circular auditorium like worried organists
trying not to show their worries. Their faces
reflected the faint, eerie red and blue lighting
from the controls.
"Overhead the planetarium dome simulated the timeless and endless star-sprinkled
universe, what man can see of it, as it looked
the night nearly 2,000 years ago when a
child was born in Bethlehem.
"There was a bit of trouble getting the
moon in its proper place; it wobbled about a
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bit like a late-comer in a theater, stumlJliIlg
around to find his proper seat.
"OccasIonally some of artist Vic Co:stall1ZC)'S
sketches of the
men of Biblical
were
on the
and disappearing at the direction of
Donald S. Hall, Planetarium director,
man at the console whose patter
notably irreverent
as OK,
Herod ... that's good ... that's
Herod!
"Early in the final run-throulgh
tone of relaxed tension when he said:
got my cue sheet? ... my cue sheets are
now let's everybody go into a
moments later: I found it right on my
how'd I ever get to be director?
"At one point later, the camels,
ably bearing the wise men, aptJeared
horizon, and assistant director
son, or
it was master tinkerer John
Paris, led a round of
hadn't
been able to find the camels until then. Some
alleged wit
that the show had
reached a
where they'd almost walk a
mile for a camel ... but then the
appeared on the horizon and all was well.
"So that is how it went. Inside the
tarium in that last
there was
such
language as Ready
... let's have snow ... already, smoke
lights up (tiny pinpoints of light
in
Bethlehem huts) ... now, fade ... stop the snow ...
Joe, ready with stars and douds ... OK,
Herod? ....
"It was a
evening, and I left
ing that at least for the holiday season,
evils of the world could be ordered away, as
simply as the man at the console
That's
out Herod. II
As 1994 comes to a close and 1995
into our lives aren't we fortunate to
such a mentor as Donald S. Hall. conglratlJlations to the Planetarian of the Year
So Hall!

Know:
PP A's spring conference is March 30 to
1 at
Village, Vosemite, California? SWAfYs '95 Conference at the autumnal
equinox will be at the Burke Baker Planetarium in Houston? During the holidays last
year there was a Loch Ness show
in
every
in Colorado?
What about these holidays?
Bowen
(Bowen Music Productions) was awarded the
Silver Screen for the category of Educational
Video: grades 9-12 at the 1994 International
Film and Video Festival held in
Jeff's
"-'ilLA'L.«1'.V
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Planetarium in Indianapolis has '-"~''-'-J'UH
enjoyed the successful
in their
facilities! Bill Wren's (McDonald Observatory) second supernova, 1994Y, is the 25th
supernova detected this year? Bill is now tied
for second place in the number of supernovae detected by a single visual observer!
liMy first supernova was in
of 1992,
and I've been looking ever since," Wren said
after SN1994 Y was confirmed
the
University of California at Berkeley. Bill
received permission from the inventor of
the Supernova Search Telescope to construct
such an instrument at the Observatory. "This
allows me to sit down in one spot, which
will make my life a whole lot easier-I won't
have to chase the
around the
yard." Who won the Albert Einstein Planetarium's proposal for a grade school-aged
children planetarium program?
(formed y with the Grand Prairie Schools
Planetarium), as a school board member was
unable to force the school district's superintendent from his job during a closed-door
board meeting? A 4 to 3 vote defeated a
motion to immediately suspend the superintendent with pay. Oklahoma storyteller
Lynn Moroney has a fantastic workshop for
classroom teachers and science specialists.
"Participants can expect a stimulating blend
of inspiration, practical teaching techniques,
and learning activities for the classroom"
says Lynn. IPS members who have been
spellbound by Lynn's Indian star stories can
now order her latest The Star Husband, and
Sun & Moon! Next month her astronomy
series The Winter StarswiH be released What
a welcomed addition to our star lore collection!
Baker (Astronomical Society of
the Pacific) used to have a crush on astronaut Bob Crippen? Macon,
was
without water for almost a month. IPS members from the area were
their
showers at the Conference in Florida!
Greenhouse (The Museum of Arts &
Sciences) sent news from the Georgia Association of Planetariums Meeting in Atlanta
last fall. Evidently Bob
(Wetherbee
Planetarium) had more water than he wanted-two and a half feet from the Flint River
rolled through his planetarium, ruining his
new carpet, seat coverings and eqUipment.
Luckily the star projector was above the
water line. Hopefully he will be reopening
next month. Jim Summers (Fulton Planetarium) claims to have the only haunted
planetarium in Georgia. Jim says that even
though he knows of no holes in the exterior
of his facility, he still has bats flying behind
the dome! Robert Gardner (North Atlanta
Planetarium) survived the construction of a
new high school without having fire sprinkler heads installed inside his dome! Bob Tate
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Planetarium) and
Frantz (ECCS)
have been
on a laser constellation
outline projector. Their projector uses a
diode laser and scanner on a slew to
red line draWings over the starfield. This
small device can invent up to five different
draWings for each constellation!
Powers
(Patterson Planetarium) purchased two lasers
and scanners from ECCS. His over 20,000
attendees should enjoy the new additions!
Zimmerman (National Science
Center) has the modest goal of educating the
nation in technical literacy-she has six
Starlabs to check out to educators in the
region and conducts 30-hour training sessions! Sunrise Planetarians Jack Wagner and
Dan Gustafson are busH y focusing their
efforts in developing their science museum.
Ken Watkins (Pioneer Regional Education
Service Area) is working hard to stress the
importance of preparing students for their
visit to a planetarium. Hands-on activities
are used to pave the way for this visit! Ben
Zellner is the new planetarian at Georgia
Southern University. His expertise has been
with major observatories, including the
Hubble Space Telescope. Anita Lank is helping Ben produce programs for that nlo,nc>,to>r'iurn in Statesboro. Didn't
retire
from Fernbank Science Center? Remember,
he was temporarily filling in at the Rollins
Planetarium while Jimmy Westlake went
bicycling in Alaska. Seems Jimmy decided
that he likes Alaska so much he is not returning. So please take notice: Take John's job,
please! he wants to enjoy his retirement and
to travel! Did you know The Celestial Sea for
the whale exhibit at the Fernbank Science
C-enter was prepared by David
Bob
Whitt and Richard WilUamon? These Fernbank folks are also
Houses for area teachers in cOlniumc
tion with the exhibit. A hint from the
Fernbank crew: teachers seem to
open
houses more than workshops! Pre-K shows are
being given by David Dundee since so many
Head Start programs are being
at
the local schools. Anita Kern, also with
Fembank, has designed a fiber optic starfield
ceiling for the lobby of the IMAX theater at
the museum. She has also helped build decorative, five-ton, geologic and astronomical
globes! Anita offers the
advice:
make certain the hours of right ascension
increase in the proper direction if you find
yourself dealing with celestial globes because
she has found some that were reversed! Jim
Greenhouse shared his pictures and video of
the '94 annular eclipse from Ohioi gave
information on the progress of The Museum
of Arts & Sciences expansion, and reminded
everyone that the SEP A Conference will be
in Macon next June!Jim also reports that the
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Mark Smith Planetarium ran Earth
in
with the ASTC
Sound exhibit and How to Find

11I!£.j('~", ..c

above information! Noreen
Hayden Planetarium) hosted the
Universe
after the
ence. This program utilized image prc)Ce:SSlflg
techniques for the school students with
classes and a Museum exhibit. Noreen says
the
will be dosed next month
renovation
Skan SPICE system, new chairs,
etc. The staff is very excited alxmt
vation and the interactive system
be installed, so look for some anxious but
happy faces when
reopen in March!
Noreen's Sky Songs, music about our solar
system, and the star and Touch the Stars-in
Braille over
type have become best sellers! Have you seen the 300-page book Becoming a Computer Musician authored
internationally known digital music expert,
etarium and film composer
Bowen?
Published
SAMS Publishing Division of
Macmillian Computer
thi.s interactive book is now available and features
numerous
interviews and
video/sound segments from the
CDROM by Peter Gabriel. An interactive CDROM is induded and teaches the reader how
to use PC and Macintosh computers
with creation and arrangement
while
large sections to educational
and multimedia applications. Be sure read
the
on how Jeff created the music
score for the
Dino-

Did you know that a Focus
the latest National
Standards is
Contact Sheri Trbovich (Hansen
Planetarium) and/or
Schmidt at the
for information on
The deadline for this
group to summarize the input and forward it
to the National
of Science is
1..'",I-"·11''.1r'' 28th. This
would be addressed on the final version to come out next
spring, and the person to contact at NAS is
Patrice LeGrow at 202-334-2728, the coordinator for the National Science Standards.
Many of us need to be in on the
floor, so to
since we are the astronomy, earth SCience, and weather instructors!
SW AP members were in for a real treat at
Astronomy at U. T. in Austin last fall. Noted
McDonald
research astronomer
William Cockran had the very latest on
(Please see Gibbous

Shonandai Culture Center

GSS-Helios

The GSS-Helios (GSX) features 25,000 stars reproducing a
seen only from
without stray stars twinkling through the image. Computer-assisted functions
without replacing the lecturer. The list of special GOTO features goes on and on.
find out what your planetarium could be like.

VU'Hui:ll.,.,[,

your nearest rel)reSelltati"'V'e

The GI014si offers
Simulator functions
GOTO's exclusive automatic
mechanism. No more shows lost to
With the
action with a
of a
at
console. lJ~jlHi--HC;. fast and efficient. That's a
Planetarium.

4-16 Yazaki-cho Fuchu-shi,
JAPAN
TEL: Inti No. +81-423-62-5312
FAX: Inti No. +81-423-61-9571
Email: KG101116@'"'·n" .... ",v",...

There were only three mobile p1Clmetarlurn locations represented at the first IPS conference I attended in 1988. The SOciety has
really responded to
IPS '94 was fantastic! On Monday night 30 portable planetarium operators met to get acquainted and
make our methods and needs known to each
other. This meeting set the stage for a week
of intense sharing of enthusiasm, tec:hniqlles,
and materials. Thanks to
Ayers,
during this time we were also able to see a
demonstration of the GOTO EX-3 Pf4JlectC)r
and dome, and a new
dome on the
market was presented at a later time. There
that
were many papers and seven
were of interest to us; in fact we had the horrible experience of
to make decisions
about which concurrent paper or workshop
to attend!
of just a few intere.stirlg
paper titles included: IIInteractive Philosophy for Planetarium Presentations," IIPlanetarium Programming and the
Impaired," "Astronomy Education With Internet," "Sites and Non-traditional
for
Small and Itinerant Planetariums," "IPS
Mobile Network-Continued Growth and
Effectiveness," liThe Itinerant Planetarium
Cosmodyssee," "The World is Flat and I Can
Prove It," Astronomical Mi.sOJflIcelJti<ons,
"Daughters of the Moon, Native American
Sky Woman," "Planetariums and the Art of
Communication," and
With
SellQ()-.A,SU·0I1l0rny II The seven W(lrkSh()pS
of interest to us were titled: "Make-and-Take
Workshop: Glow-in-the-Dark Materials for
Planetarium and
Classroom

Own Planetarium," "Reach Out and Teach
and "Unmanned Satellite."
We met
from several new affiliate
groups and were thrilled to see that internrrnTi/1At1 for those not fluent in
int:en~sti.nS! to learn that in
Russia many
are located in
churches and monasteries; how
that
both
and astronomy deal with mysteries of the infinite and eternal. Unfortuthis creates a '-"""UU-'"A'I". and financial
crisis for the
of our members have offered to
leagues in every way
can. In dramatic
contrast, we were able to th1or(m~~hJy
fas~:::in,atirlg story
(by Von del Chamberlain) and
effects in the
comAstronaut Memorial Planetarium.
All in an I am still sorting the many materials and
and will share more
with you as the year goes on. I have several
new contributions to the Public Domain File
which will be announced in the next column.

I have started a database of users' names
and locations and have over 250 names and
addresses so far. These will be forwarded to
be induded in an IPS r!;"'<"rl-"" .."
__ >J~"p'.'-'''''''''', At IPS '94 I
group to have an established TV"rt", Ihl",
tarium
and most groups gave
me a volunteer. These
will
and their members informed about
interest to itinerant plGmetal'lUlm o'perators.
Hopefully
will also add names
database in the future.

the IPS conference
treated us to a Montana
view of IIStarlab in a
and
showed a
of Starlab under the
meter dome of an nh,",p,-u""tn .. ,,'
tures
me to ask all of you to
your most bizarre or
of your
nnr't",h,lp planetalriUlm e:Kp€~rieno;:s and
will
them with me to the next conference
for fun.

mous
als and others ordered theirs to
when the
my
thanks go to our sponsors, "-''-<UUUAI<,
eCnn01CJ2,Jles. Inc, and Steve olllec:eK of
Science Plus, for their continued enlc011ragement and generous financial ':>UIVI-""'!"
You and Bravo to
Hammer
New York Han of Science for

everyone
wards to see that """"".."th'i.,rr
and made it look
The
session.
An n1i-,nPT1'tn
ment
Chinese,
ders
John Farina. Discussion fonowed
with everyone
how
these and other
would
be most apIJropricltelly
Ann Robbins shared aU the
rh",ir/<:.tn .. ,..-... on
wheels, solar
Viewer, and outdoor
nolmH~r-qU cell malgHl~ht and
that
our new friends
tricks useful in their situations.
with
a new unloerstafllcHflg
and respect for how difficult it is to travel
with Starlab in the north country where
temperatures
below zero and distances between schools
so great you must leave horne
the
and/or before the
dosannouncements, which occur
6:30
AM!
Ann also led a discussion about
to
inc:ollfJorate the fundamentals
to
oP

porti(ms of a

)UTlCtllon with a unit on exp.lC)relrS
it but she made me
the tape after I listened to
shared little bits of the new

1/
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Fifteen creative and fas;cilna1ting
attended this fourth
(the first in the
NYC area). From 9:00 AM to 7:30 PM
a constant buzz of conversation
oPnUH1<,rj
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prc)je1ctC)f was crushed
case in route to the IPS m(~etlng
we were able to see how part of
tionlooks.

SN 88® II PLANETAiIUM, AN INFINITY
'pF POSSIBILITIES PLUS ... YOUR SKILL!
• special ist, RS Automation offers an
Based•
on its experience as automation
the SN 8ac~11. The ease with which the most advanced functions are used
productions or create your own witlfminimum difficulty. Amongst other am/anta~:es;
in particular:

,

entralised piloting: all productions tools (planetary
effect sound and lighting ... ) are operated
one powerful

C
S.

Integral softyvare. All can thMs be ~ontrolled

!

automatically or

• and ,flexibility: in only a few tseconds, you can pass from
peed
date,lo other' coordinates, even to those located in totally
from another planet. You just enter the coordinates and the calculator
silently and with maximum precision.
~

ser~friendliness : no need to be a computer

U
.'
compatibie computer as interface between the user and the
ist to

software developed on Windows. f
You can t~refore develop your own productions, simply
using the trackball, the acticr menus and configuring the
.timing for each tool. You may also purchase
productions, which are easy to implement,
modify.
RS Automation manufactures planetariums from 9 to 15
met~rs diameter, horizontal or inclined, and will, following

•

your request, undertake overall implementation of a
complete planetarium (including a spherical screen, floor
and wall covering, seats, electricity, air conditioning ... ).
Specific developments arElalso possible, such as planetary
device elevating syst,ms associ~ted to a trap-door mechanism

t

,
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::::: I
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use of the room for other
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Ken Wilson
Science Museum
2500 West Broad
Richmond, Virginia
(804) 367-0457 voice
(804) 367-9348 fax
kwi Ison@cabell.vcu.edu
Welcome back to the Computer Corner.
John Mosley talked me into taking on this
department (l'd originally volunteered just
to write an occasional software review, but
you know how persuasive John is!) 111 try to
live up to the high standards that John and
the other contributors to this publication
have set over the years. One of my goals is
that this feature grow to encompass more
than just reviews, I hope that all who read
The Planetarian will consider contributing.
Please write to me with your tips and comments about various computer related hardware and software that you use in your planetarium job. Let me know if you've found
any good locations for software, graphics,
and text files on the Internet, or elsewhere.
Share your experiences with using the
Internet. Or, perhaps just ten us about the
unusual way in which you got your Internet
access. And, of course, I encourage you to
submit software and hardware reviews. But
don't forget about shareware and freeware.
There's a lot of great software out there that's
free or of very low cost, as you'll see from
this month's review. So fire up those word
processors and communications programs
and contribute to the Computer Corner!

REVIEW:

Title: Solar Eclipse v14
Platform: IBM PC or Compatible
Source: Free Shareware
IlSo1ar Eclipse" is a very accurate little program designed to calculate local circumstances and plot paths of any solar eclipse
between March 7, 1951 and May 9, 2032. It
will run on a minimally configured IBM PC
or compatible.
The author of "Solar Eclipse" calls this
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program shareware. Unlike most '",Hu.-:'wva,
however, he does not request a ...oo'j"t'r"lt'irvn
fee for it. AU he asks is for feedback from
users. Thus "Solar Eclipse" is actually freeware. It can often be found in catalogs of
companies that sell disks of shareware and
on various computer bulletin boards. The
program's author, Matthew W. Merrill, keeps
the latest edition available for download
from the Rancho Palos Verdes electronic bulletin board (310-541-7299) [Does anyone
know of an Internet accessible site for this
program?]
"Solar Eclipse" will run on almost any IBM
compatible machine. You don't need much
more than an AT or XT with a single floppy
drive and a CGA monitor to run it. If you do
have a faster processor it runs much qUicker,
of course. And the latest version of this program will produce nicer maps on a VGA display while still supporting CGA.
The program is menu driven and mostly
self explanatory. When you launch it a main
menu pops up with four options: Setup,
Tabular, Graphics, and Quit. Setup allows
you to pick a location from a database of
cities, or by entering geographic coordinates
of a custom location. Setup also lets you
enter printer information; select one of the
eclipses in the database; enter a value for
Delta-Tj and modify the Besselian Elements
of any eclipse in the database.
The Tabular option of the Main Menu
offers the following tabular outputs of
eclipse data: Equal Magnitude Curves, Local
Circumstances, Partial Phase Limits, Annular/Total Phase Limits, and Central Line.
The Graphics submenu allows you to
the central line and limits of the
rectangular world map. Another
plays a graphic animation of the sun's disk as
it would appear during the eclipse from the
specified location. This animation can be run
either in real time or speeded up.
The program comes with a documentation file (solar. doc) which provides adequate
explanations of the program's functions. It
also, unfortunately, attempts a brief discussion of how "a" total solar eclipse
Einstein's Theory of Relativity." This section
is really not needed and is quite inaccurate in
places. For example, it equates the relativistic
bending of light by gravity with the forces
of magnetic fields! The all too brief discussion of safe solar filters is confUSing. It
doesn't seem to distinguish between unsafe
eyepiece filters and safe full aperture filters.
And the warning to look away if you feel
pain misleads you to think that it's OK to
look at the sun directly, as long as you don't
feel any pain! Solar retinal burns are notodous for not causing any
until the dam-
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age is already done.
cal data this program
accurate.
I found this program to be
during last
annular
calculate the local circumstances

differences were that I was able to
local
before I recet~'ed
nak's pubHca1tion,
Hons for locations he did not list. nAl"H'L'U~,H
the animation routine
a "1"\""'0,',,1"1,,1elongated solar disk on my monitor and produced some occasional
video tape it from the monitor and
TV stations were delighted to use
the
this
useful, easy to use, and accurate solar
program. And you
can't beat the

(Gibbous, contimued
Jupiter and the Comet; theoretical

nh'ud,-id

Wheeler was the featured tlalnq1uet
lecturing on Stellar Death: The
and the Shadow, and HET mechanical
neer
Booth
everyone up too
date on The Hobby-Eberly Teiescc'Jpe:
Bang for a Few Bucks! Also at the
Conference
Schran
and
Groce (Helping Planetariums Succeed)
.H.. '~,""F. out in billions of ways
~SnOl=tpllng, that is), bar-

Planetarium) could write a book
tutional Restructuring and the
Planetarium.
facts and

ures on keeping a 11n",,,''''''
open should
and his staff.
to get
Cotton (Science Place 2 Planetarium) to
submit his Making Masks and
that
Fit Every time information to The Planetarian-it is super information!
(Oklahoma
tarium) has a fantastic resource list on
History ofSdence and the Planetarium. Kudos
to
(Fleischmann Planetarium)
on
information for a database for
IPS!
I left out so much of the IPS material on
Don Han but thought you readers would
enjoy the other stuff more.
your holidays be
I am
forward to 1995
when my
school
team will
win State, among other

FOR PLANETARIUMS

reserved for some "'""","-"""''classroom on the

and the star ",. . ..

,,,,-th;'iti,~,,

,('I;P,(",,+I"\1I"

or little?"
star?" We then talk about the r",·,,,,,,,...,,· .. tip<i:

schapman@umd5.umd.edu
The planetarium can be an exciting place
for youngsters, especially for those visiting
for the first time. One reason for this is
because the planetarium environment is
especially useful in fostering in children
some early positive attitudes and perceptions about learning in general. In the following activity, submitted by Christine
Brunello of the Don Harrington Discovery
Center in Amarillo, Texas, students are welcomed to the planetarium and provided
with some initial instruction about what a
planetarium is and is not. Then, they are
introduced to the concept of a constellation,
and are provided with some examples of a
few of the easily recognized ones. Then, the
students are given the opportunity to
acqUire and integrate this newly-gained
knowledge by actually finding some constellations on the dome with the light pOinter
and by drawing in the stars of selected constellations when provided with a paper copy
of a constellation outline. After the activity
is over, each student has his or her own constellation paper to take home for the parents
to see, thereby once again fostering positive
attitudes and perceptions about learning,
and in particular positive attitudes and perceptions about learning in the planetarium
We would certainly like to encourage
other planetarians to try the lesson below
wi th some of their school groups and to
share their results with Christine or me.
I would also like to encourage other planetarians who work with school groups to
consider sharing some of their favorites with
this column for publication here. Planetarium lessons are welcomed and en4~O~Ir~~ea
fbr aU grade levels. Please send your submissions on an IBM formatted floppy disk (save
as DOS text or WordPerfect). You can reach
me on E-mail at the address above.
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Introduction: I have been I:trlHH]rilnlCf
find a meaningful activity for PI,.,'rn,pn'r:1rv
aged students that requires the star projector;
i.e., one that a teacher cannot do with a slide
projector in any dark room. It also needed to
be simple, reqUire few materials, and take less
than an hour to complete. Most groups do
not attend our planetarium more than once
a year. By "meaningful," I mean that the
activity should test, enhance, or directly
define a point for the student-simply spinning the stars is not enough.
One idea finally hit me. If the students
were given images of constellations and
asked to draw in the stars, it would
them to use a variety of skills. Thus, the following activity was born. I have used this
activity for summer classes in the plametarium and am incorporating it into most of my
school shows.
Outcomes: The student will be able to:
1. Define what makes a constellation.
2. Describe some of the constenation
ures and the stories about them.
3. Describe the stars in an individual conone
stellation, and their
another.
4. Identify constellations in the
..... "' ..... -1- ...... '" when
the name.
The
will need
to provide constellation
five constellations and
sheet for each student. Either the ..n'-1"',.... "'·L
um or the attending teacher will be ro.r11,"rArl
to provide a writing utensil for each student.
Books or clip-boards to hold students' papers
would also be helpful.
The classroom teacher may wish to define a "consteUation" beforehand for the
and
discuss what a planetarium is (no, the dome
does not
it doesn't really move, etc.)
The
visit will
take between 20 and 50 minutes. A few minutes should be reserved on the precedling
for the advance
activities
described above. Some time should also be
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ese,
for ex,lmple,
Then, the students are asked to
of the constellations in the
one, the students are asked to
rr. ..·.. nrt!u identified it. ("Point to

to draw
shown. For classes with more
crayons can be used to color-code apIDf()priate stars. The number of stars in

stellations as I
"span~snllp

answered

ride".

Fill

the Stars

o
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Hon and selectivity are key elements in an
observing sesSion, the author notes
viewing times for many features.
One shortcoming of the guide is that it
lacks even a simple map. A veteran contributor to Astronomy, the author concedes that
"you will need a good quality map of the
Moon" to follow his lead. A
is
induded
The text and photos
challenge the reader to traverse the same crater,
to inspect the same rille. If you do not want
to take your observing too seriously, Kitt
notes, you can always "just turn off the dock
and pretend to be circling in orbit above the
forbidding lunar landscape." It is wen worth
the trip.
VpLHJ.ALU

Solstice Salutations astrobibliophiles! This
issue's reviews are for you last-minute holiday shoppers. Whether your gift list has
young people on it, or people who would be
young if they lived on Saturn, there are suggestions for all. Many thanks to those of you
who took books and offered to write reviews
during the july IPS Conference. (Just remember, we know who you are, and we'll track
down those reviews.)
And if you didn't get a book to review,
send me your name, address, and favorite
book topics. I'll try to match the incoming
volumes with interested readers. Many
thanks also to the dedicated people who sent
reviews for this issue: Edward Albin, Chuck
Bueter, Richard Dreiser, Dave Dundee, Vicki
Farina, Wayne james, Rob Landis, Grant
Miller, john Mosley, Georgia Neff, and Steve
Tidey.
The Moon: An Observing Guide
for Backyard Telescopes, by
Michael T. Kitt, Kalmbach Publishing Co., Waukesha, Wisconsin, 1992, ISBN 0-913135-09-7.

Reviewed by Chuck Bueter, Cleveland, Ohio,
USA.
Sometimes the Moon is almost too casual
an acquaintance to receive the elevated
stature and attention it deserves. From the
publishers of Astronomy magazine comes an
observer's gUide to shake you out of that
lunar indifference. Author Michael Kitt
offers beautiful photographs of and insightful commentary about approximately 250
lunar features for backyard observers to
explore.
The Moon is as focused as your best scope.
The unusual cover photo of a crescent moon
typifies the guide's commitment to observing through an eyepiece. Like nearly every
crisp image inside, it is "upside down" to
match the view in a telescope.
To maximize viewing pleasure, Kitt couples direct observations with post-Apollo
knowledge of the Moon's formation and
"selenography." His descriptions are SUCcinct,
informative and inviting. Because prepara-
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Sky Phenomena, A Guide to the
Naked-Eye Observation
the
Stars, by Norman Davidson,
Lindisfarne Press, New York,
1993, ISBN 0-940262-56-8.

about fundamental aspects of
without the need for
from
his
as a !VU'U'UH'''~
educator enables him to COlmnn.wmcate
ly with the
reader.
astronomy texts make
Phenomena is rich
~ ..... ~,.,-t-" of the average
to be used as a
for tea,cnmg
fundamentals of astronomy
intend to use it).

Hon information. Also induded
and the
Revolution.
authors of books intended for use
the equator, Davidson includes
on the southern ne~mjLSplnt!re

Reviewed by Richard Dreiser, Yerkes Observatory, Williams Bay, Wisconsin, USA.
The excellent Sky Phenomena includes
"sections on poetry in astronomy, constellation mythology, and the Southern Hemisphere sky." Sky Phenomena is one of those
rare books that can be read,
and
understood by young adults,
and
ama teur astronomers alike.
Sky Phenomena is only about 200 pages in
length; I read the book in two sittings. It nevertheless provides a sense of wonder about
the Sun, Moon, stars and sky that too many
lengthier astronomy books
but fail
to deliver.
Authors of modern astronomy books
appear unable to resist "'-J""''''LA'~H~U''''''''b'
They dash about trying to procure the latest
glossy color NASA photographs to include at
the beginning of each
(No doubt
every book printed this month will indude
Hubble images of the Comet ShoemakerLevy impacts on jupiter.) Sky Phenomena
needs neither sensationalism nor
graphs to engage the reader. The
prose
is accompanied by easy-to-understand
ures.
A good test of a book is its HHlstratlofls,
and Davidson's pen crawings are
and
uncomplicated. A few carefully chosen
words explain the basic ideas, and Davidson's
well-drawn figures make the meaning clear.
Sky Phenomena's numerous line
contain (as far as I can tell) no
errors.
Davidson
we see the stars
and other bodies move and
in the
sky, and he does so in a refreshing, relaxed
about
way. In short, Davidson writes
n.h"'t>,ru'r\a with the unaided eye. He writes
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dividuals
includes

own.
I recommend

Reviewed
Museum Planetarium, Peoria,

ties. While the reviewer found the process
and the personalities involved fascinating,
particularly the historical footnotes, the
exhaustive examination and selection of
equipment was heavy going. For one more
attuned to telescope parts, these sections
could prove the highlight of the book.
A couple of especially interesting sections
included the source of the book's title (the
Papgo Indian Tribal Council's name for the
astronomers), the problem of water supply,
and attempts to repair one of the original
quartz disks in the McMath solar telescope.
The book includes copious black and
white illustrations, and at 128 pages is just
the right length for a not-too-busy weekend.
Comets: A Chronological History
ofObservation, Science, Myth and
Folklore, by Donald K. Yeomans,

John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New
York, 1991, ISBN 0-471-61011-9.
Reviewed by Edward F. Albin, Fernbank
Science Center, Atlanta, Georgia, USA.
Donald Yeomans' book is a fascinating
and comprehensive account of comet study.
No one really knows when our species
became interested in comets. There is considerable information about comets dating
back to before Aristotle. After elaborating on
the ancient origins of "cometary thought,"
the author proceeds to discuss the odd
medieval interpretation of comets.
Writing in great detail, Yeomans explains
how our modern view of comets came

about. From Kepler to Halley, the IImysterious" notions about comets gave way to
rational scientific explanations. The description of Comet Haney's predicted return in
1758 conveys the excitement surrounding
the race for its recovery.
In addition to the historical matter covered, this book tens just about everything
one would wish to know about comets.
There are entire chapters devoted to the
birth, death and physics of comets. Induded
is a section on the findings concerning the
most recent return of Comet Halley.
I found the book's appendix to be an
excellent source of data on naked-eye
comets reported through AD 1700. An extensive bibliography is provided for those who
wish to investigate the topic in even more
detail. In summary, I can recommend this
book to anyone interested in the history and
science of comets. It should prove to be a
handy reference for years to come.
The Sky at Night 10, by Patrick
Moore, John Wiley and Sons,
New York, 1992, ISBN 0-47193763-0.

Reviewed by Vicki Farina,
Brook High School, Killen, Alabama, USA

This is the first astronomy book by Patrick
Moore that I have read. As a high school
astronomy teacher, I found this book to be a
valuable resource. The chapters are not
arranged by topiC, but by the choronology
of the series, which makes reading, at times,
awkward. I
found it easier
to pick chapters by topic
and
read
them individually.
Each chapter is self-contained, so that
it is possible
to read about
a subject, such
as planetary
studies or satellites, without having to
read other
chapters for
background.
This makes
the book "digestible" by
high school
students who
Woodcut of the comet of 1531 in Comets: A Chronological History of
need recent
Observatio~ Sden~

Myth and Folklore.
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information about pla,netaI'Y research but
don't have the time, or inclination, to read
an entire book. I believe my students will
also appreciate the conversational lanigu;age
Mr. Moore uses to discuss a topic. Often he
relates a personal experience that leads into
the discussion of the topiC.
The books contains several
on
related topics. Famous observatories are
detailed, with interesting stories about
recent or important past discoveries. The
chapters on planetary studies
current overviews of the spacecraft miSSions,
including discoveries and failures. There are
chapters about the more unusual
the universe, such as asteroids,
comets. This book can provide answers to
the many questions students will raise after
this past summer's collision of ShoemakerLevy withJupiter.
Make A Sundial, by the British
Sundial Society, . . . . AJlU.~L'.J.
London, UK. (For foreign
please write to the BSS at Brook
Cottage, 112 Whitehall Road,
Ching ford, Lond, E4 6DW, UK.
Telephone 081 529 4880.)

Reviewed by Steve Tidey, formerly with the
Southend Planetarium, Southend, Sussex,
England
This is a very worthy publication on an
aspect of basic astronomy which often does
not get the attendtion it deserves in the
mainstream textbooks. This has always been
something of a mystery to me, because, as
the Preface to this booklet states, "Sundials
are works of art as well as of science,
therefore provide an ideal starting
(for
astronomy)." Its publisher, the British Sundial SOciety, was formed in 1990 at a time
when the British government's new national
curriculum required school children to learn
how to track the passage of time,
home-built sundials. Thousands of teachers
who had not studied astronomy since their
own school days suddenly found themselves
lost at sea, and pleaded for help from the
experts.
Make A Sundial is, therefore, largely aimed
at the novice. It is essentially an activity
book, and its spiral-bound pages make it
both easy to use in the field and to photcopy
various templates. The wide variety of sundials it includes are designed for use anywhere
between latitudes 49· and 59· north. Some
rela tively simple mathematics can be
applied to make them just as useful for
North American readers.
The text is split into five distinct sections.
The first starts with the basics and covers
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background activities, such as
shadow
sticks and exercises in
the Sun's diurnal motion. These ideas teach children the
benefits of
observation and
recording. There are also
mental
activities based on the fact that the Sun
moves through 15" every hour.
The reader then moves on to construction
projects which cover horizontal dials (the
most common type seen in British gardens)
which the authors show can easily be made
from plywood or a matchbox! I followed the
clear instructions and turned a matchbox
into a timepiece in about 20 minutes. If you
prefer, there are also details given of how to
make a horizontal dial from a dish-detergent
bottle, a knitting needle and a marking pen,
or from a bicycle wheel and a broomstick!
These are aU ideal classroom exercises but
they have an element of interest for
of any age. Apart from anything else,
show that science can be fun and accessible
on even a shoestring (or broomstick)
Another idea discussed is that of an
analemmatic dial painted on the
ideal for playgrounds as there are no parts
which can get broken or lost or that would
be considered at all dangerous. This type of
dial allows a child to use his or her shadow to
ten the time. Marking the hours is a much
more precise exercise than for other deSigns,
and so the reader is
detailed tabulated
fugures to calculate the central scale and so
cmnplex after this, with
and calculators.
Toward the back of the book are
tips on how to
a
your
area for differents types of sundial. I don't
know what the situation is in the USA, but
here in
many of our

'-ULU'-U"J,

There are also
teachers' notes
explaining the astronomy behind ':".un.UUA",
and how the direction south can be found
with some accuracy. The
pages
give a glossary and a short list of further
readings, for the absolute
to the
very tecnnlCaHy-mlmd,oo.
In a marketplace
in SImilar publications for the lay person, I found
Make A Sundial to be a breath of fresh air and
I can highly recommend it.

Theory of Reflectance and
Emittance Spectroscopy, by Bruce
Hapke, Cambridge University
Press,
UK, 1993,
ISBN 0-521-30789-9.

of
Sf)l~ctlrOSj'.:OIJIV

and Emittance

is the third book in the series
the

tions that take
ter. It is written at an advanced undergradlllate or
graduate level, and is not
intended for the mathematically timid
The majority of the book is spent il':>'[T,:>;,nn_
ing advanced principles related to the many
ways in which light can be reflected by matwith these, Hapke usually includes
ter.
instgtlttl.l1, and generally
discussions of how these principles can be used to
discern the
of the
surface or medium The extensive and rn'nnr,loi,,,,
mathematical derivations that are an integral part of the discussions are often accompanied
very useful diagrams that aid one
in
the material. However,
the derivations assume that the reader
already possesses a familiarity with advanced
calculus and the theories of
and
magnetism. As such, the book will be an
excellent reference for the interested
sional or serious student, but will
leave the average amateur in the dust. (This
of the fact that the book includes
aplperHnces that review vector
calculus,
functions of '-'-'UA~JA"""'"
variables, and the wave
in sptlerilCal
coordinates.)
For those interested in
astronomy and the theories and models of the
reflection of
the text is
and
complete. Its discussion of emission spectroscopy is limited in cOlmi=lafllsnn.
mt:en~stllflg discussions and
re$l~anjinlg thermal emission, but usually these are related SP€:~CHlcaHY
and
in p1Cmetary
interested in the formation of
spectra of
should
elsewhere for a more
discussion.
This is not a
of
new book.
fact it would have been a mistake for him
sacrifice his in-depth discussion of reflectance in favor of a more balanced view
spectroscopy.
As it stands,
has written comprehensive new book that examines the theothe unides and models needed to
verse around us through the reflection of
It should not be
if ",, . . ....,,:>r1<1'"
it becomes a standard reference of reflectance spectroscopy.

Reviewed by Grant j. Miller, Southwestern
College, Chula Vista, California, USA.

A View
Malin, Sky
Cambridge, Massachusetts 1993,
ISBN 0-933346-66-2.
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Reviewed
Science Center, , .."La,", ..... '-' ....'_PAp."..,

programs. For those of you who
you could
them
dome, here's your chance. Thi.s
trated text takes us on a visual
sunsets on earth to the birth
realm of
Along with aU the beautiful pnotc)gr.:lptls
is a wen-written text, non-technical
so that anyone with an interest
read this book. The

other natural sciences.
Malin then sets off for Australia
er the wonders of the southern
methods of ,..",nb, .. lnoIT
are described, fonowed
a brief historical tour of astronomical

the birl:hplac(~s,
and the various types of ,>:,CU.<lA.l""",
dosest to
clusters. The aplpellatx
all the
details of film
types and exposure times.
Whether
an armchair astrOIlOrn1cal
buff

Reviewed

Rob

While I was an intern at '-'LA ....~_A.L' .... ,..U'
of the technicians there was asslgrlea
task of
an audio-visual exhibit
the
and
of space
Lillian Kozloski's text would
invaluable in
that
I had the
conference this past
the lunch line, she described her
Vol.

preservation and maintenance of space suits
that had flown on missions. Little did I know
that she had researched and written a book
on the very subject.
The book's purpose is to present the history of the U. S. space suit to a general audience. Text is limited to the technical development of the space suit in the United
States. Unfortunately, space suit development in the former Soviet Union is not discussed.
Museum curators and specialists responsible for the care of aerospace flight clothing
will find this text quite substantial. There are
detailed references for those readers who
wish to go beyond the confines of this book.
U S. Space Gear is an excellent primer on
the history of the first fl ying (pressure) suits;
early (and continuing) efforts to better
understand human physiology at various
altitudes and pressures; and space suit heritage for the Mercury, Gemini, Apollo and
Shuttle programs. Suits designed for the discontinued and forgotten programs such as
the X-20 DynaSoar, the U. S. Air Force's
Manned Orbiting Laboratory (MOL) and
Apollos 18 though 21 are also included
Lilian Kozlowski describes how the
designers of flight clothing encountered serious difficulties before the technology of
high-altitude "aerospace wear" caught up
with the reqUirements posed by the everadvancing capabilities of air- and spacecraft.
In chapter 8, she goes on to discuss advanced
space suit development, namely hard suits.
It's amaZing how the jOint articulations of
hard suits resemble those of 16th century
armor!
The book is supurbly documented.
Appendices encompass a cornucopia of
space age materials, space suit care in the
national collection at the National Air and
Space Museum, list of space age acronyms,
U.s. manned mission summaries through
STS-53, complete chapter endnotes, and a
select bibliography.
I have one minor cosmetic qUibble. I wish
that some of the charts were updated. A couple were not entirely camera-ready. Otherwise, U.S. Space Gear is a must for any space
clothing curator or any individual assigned
the task of creating a "History of Space Suits"
exhibit.
The Gateway Solar System:
Mercury (ISBN 56294-390-1),
Venus (ISBN 56294-391-X), Mars
(ISBN 56294-392-8), Jupiter (ISBN
56294-329-4), Saturn (ISBN
56294-332-4), Uranus (ISBN 56294-330-8),
Neptune (ISBN 56294-331-6), Pluto (ISBN
56294-393-6), by Gregory L. Vogt, The Millbrook Press, Brookfield, Connecticut, 1994.
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Reviewed by Wayne James, SPICA Agent of
the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics and STARLAB consultant to Educational Service Center 313, Rantoul, Illinois,
USA
This is a wonderful series of small books
for the elementary library or the parent
wanting "something else" to read at bedtime.
Mr. Vogt's connection with NASA shows in
his selection of photographs, some not yet
seen in college level texts.
Each book has the same illustration of the
Sun and planets to help the reader keep
straight where the planet under discussion is
found in the solar system. Much data is scattered throughout the text for the young
reader to pull out and organize. There is also
a one-page table of planetary "quick facts" at
the end of each book, as well as a one-page
glossary and a list for further reading.
The target audience is third to sixth grade,
the grades in which students often select a
planet to research. As I travel with the Starlab to schools, many is the student who will
say, "I'm Jupiter!" or "Will you show me my
planet, Mars?" Even with that target audience, first graders will enjoy the pictures, as
did my high-school-age daughter.
This series of books does have a problem
common to much astronomy literature. The
technical ability to combine photographs
with graphiCS, while proViding wonderful
pictures, misleads the reader. For example,
the cover photo of Venus is a combination
of radar data showing texture and a small
amount of visual data from one lander. The
mountain profile shown in the book is exaggerated in vertical scale.
Some people feel this is all right, as the
human mind does exaggerate the vertical,
but in science we stress reporting the data
and not cluttering it with too much interpretation. Mr. Vogt has noted the computer
changes on some pictures, but not all.
Perhaps this is the place for the teacher to
make sure the studen t asks, when reading, Ills
this picture the way my eyes would see it?"
The author does indicate which space
robot is responsible for the images. A college
level student would do well to research the
type of imaging equipment onboard the particular spacecraft.
So whatever the age, if the interest is in
knowing about the planets, this is a good
source.

And here are a couple of books for children, reviewed by April Whitt, Fernbank
Science Center, Atlanta, Georgia.
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Harold's Trip to the
Crockett Johnson,
Trophy, 1985, ISBN 0-06443025-1.
For those of you who have
teachers asking for books to read to their
classes, here's a suggestion. The
Journal describes this story as "Harold is off
again, this time to Mars. Very zany adventures of the very resourceful Harold."
one who recalls" Adventures with the
Cra yon" from childhood will
whimsical trip into space.
All the stereotypes of the fifties are here:
the rocket that looks like a firecracker, the
multi-limbed martian (evil, of course) and
the five-pointed stars that Harold uses as
stepping stones (stepping stars?) back to
earth. There's even a reassuring talk about
the scary things people see in the dark.
Anyone looking for a gentle story humorous
to preschoolers will enjoy this little book.

The Star Maiden, retold
Barbara Juster Esbensen, Little,
Brown and Co., 1988, ISBN 0316-24955-6 (paperback).
Many planetariums offer constellation
programs that highlight the star stories of
other cultures. This lovely retelling of an
Ojibway (or Chippewa) story is perfect for
Native American star story collections.
The author notes that in their own language the Ojibway or Chippewa refer to
themselves as Anishinabe or "original people." Their culture and language are based on
stories told, not written down. In 1850, an
Ojibway chief named Kah-ge-ge-gah-bowh
recorded the history, legends and customs of
his people, for fear that the information
would disappear entirely some day.
ge-gah-bowh later took the name of
Copley, and it is under the name Copley that
his book was published in London if
hunting for source material.)
The Star Maiden tells of the long-ago times
when people lived in peace, and the stars visited the Earth. The beautiful borders and
illustrations carry the story well. I'd recommend this one for gift shops, libraries and
resource collections.

Rocks from Space, by O. Richard
Norton, Mountain Press Publishing Company, PO Box 2399,
Missoula Montana. 1994. 449
pages. $20 paper. ISBN 0-87842302-8.
Reviewed by John Mosley, Griffith Observatory, Los Angeles, California, USA
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The best books are written by authors
who truly love the subject. Richard Norton
truly loves meteorites, and he has written a
must-have book for an who wish to know
more about rocks that fall from the sky.
Richard writes in a breezy, conversational
style that is easy to read The more technical
sections, such as the mineralogy of meteorites, are exceptionally dear, and the narrative sections-such as the description of the
Tunguska event-read like a novel. Few
astronomy books are so clearly written. I
read Rocks from Space while on an ocean
cruise, instead of light fiction, and thoroughly enjoyed it.
The book is divided into four main sections: 1) Falls, Finds, and Craters, 2) What is a
Meteorite, 3) Meteorite Hunters, and 4)
Origins. The first tells about meteors, mete-

orites, and what happens when they falL
Richard describes in some detail lesserknown falls as well as the major impacts, and
he devotes a chapter to meteorite showers (as
opposed to meteor showers, also treated). His
second section outlines the types of meteorites known and summarizes the very latest
thinking in specifically where they come
from on or within their parent bodies. I especially enjoyed the sections on Vesta as the
origin of the eucrites and the SNC group as
they relate to Mars. The fourth section profiles meteorite hunters Harvey Nininger and
Robert Haag (plus others), emphasizing the
enthusiasm they have for their passion. Part
four is about asteroids. Meteorites that hit
the earth are but very small asteroids; fullsize asteroids hit too. Richard's final chapters
are about the frequencies and consequences

of asteroid impacts-a topiC very much in
the news since this last summer.
Rocks from Space is the latest summary of
what we know-and don't know-about the
subject. Information is included on asteroid
Ida and its moon, the Peekskill fall, and
Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 (prior to impact).
It is packed with photographs and with illustrations and diagrams by Mrs. Norton.
few complaints are the rare errors (the meteorite that hit Mrs. Hodges mot Hodge] is displayed in Alabama, not the Smithsonian
[page. 85], and it is Gasses Bluff, Australia, not
Gosser) and the index, which is too short for
a book of this magnitude by a factor of at
least six. I heartily recommend it to all who
read this journal.

1995 Griffith Observatory Writing Contest
Sponsored by the Hughes A
Company
and the Friends of the Observatory
The Griffith Observatory, in the interest of stimulating the
flow of information between scientists, science writers, and
the public, proudly announces the offering of awards for the
best articles in astronomy, astrophysics, and space science.

II

All winning articles become property of the Griffith
Observatory. The winning articles will be published in the
Griffith Observer.

II

Previously published articles will not be accepted.

II

Any number of articles may be submitted to the contest by
one person, but only one prize will be awarded to a winning
author.

II

Judging will be done at the Griffith Observatory, and the decision of the judges is final. Each entry is judged anonymously
so that the author's identity is unknown to all of the judges.

II

Address all articles to

The stipulations are as follows:
II

II

Awards will be made on June 1, 1995, for the articles which
best communicate to the average reader, material of current
or historical interest in astronomy, astrophysics, and space
science.
Articles must be a minimum of 10 pages and a maximum of
15 pages in length, typewritten, in English, double-spaced,
and accompanied by a brief biographical sketch of the
author. At least two finished, camera-ready ink diagrams,
graphs, or photographs, ready for publication, must be
included. The author's name and title of the article should
appear only on a cover sheet and not on the pages of the
article itself.

Awards CO'mlinitlree
c/o Griffith

nh~.o'I"'''~ltnll''1J'

2800 East Observatory Road
Los Angeles, California 90027
(213) 664-1181

II

II
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The cash amounts
$650.00
$300.00
$200.00
$150.00
$ 50.00

of the awards are
First Prize
Second Prize
Third Prize
Fourth Prize
Honorable Mention

iii

All articles must be postmarked by April 1, 1995. The contest
is open to all interested persons (Griffith Observatory,
Hughes Aircraft, and Friends of the Observatory employees
excepted).

Awards are made on the basis of clear and interesting
style, accuracy, reader interest in the subject, correct
grammar and syntax, originality in presentation and
content, and neatness. Failure to meet the requirements on length, appearance, and illustrations may
disqualify an entry from consideration.
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HAVE YOU EVER HAD A VISIT BY DIGNITARIES SCHEDULED AND
YOU COULD SHOW THEM IN 10 MINUTES THAT WOULD GIVE THEM
IMPRESSION OF YOUR FACILlTY7
HAVE YOU EVER HAD A GROUP SO LATE THAT AN EXCERPT
SHOW WASN'T EVEN POSSIBLE7
HAVE YOU BEEN LOOKING FOR THAT PERFECT INTRO SHOW FOR YOUR
LECTURE THAT WILL LEAVE YOUR AUDIENCE READY TO HANG
YOUR
WORD7

WELCDME TO THE UNIVERSE
IS THAT SHOWI IN .JUST 10 MINUTES IT PRESENTS A BROAD OVERVIEW
SPLENDORS OF THE UNIVERSE FROM OUR OWN SOLAR SYSTEM
OF INTER-GALACTIC SPACE - WITH THE IDEA THAT THE PLANETARIUM PLANETARIUMI - IS .JUST THE PLACE TO LEARN OF THESE MARVELS I
FEATURING A SMOOTH. YET DYNAMIC SOUNDTRACK. "WE
UNIVERSE" ALSO INCLUDES 34 BEAUTIFUL SLIDES [ALREADY
MOUNTED IN PIN-REGISTERED MOUNTS] AND AN ANNOTATED .-.-...., .......-.ALSO ENCOURAGED TO ADD VISUALS, VIDEO SEGMENTS. AND
TO MAKE THE PRESENTATION REALLY SHOW YOUR
IN
AVAILABLE NOW, "WELCOME TO THE UNIVERSE'II' IS ONLY $195.00 I

ORDER FROM: .JOE HOPKINS
P .. O. BOX 14i!7B
BRADENTON,FL~~e~,u

FOR MORE DETAILS CALL:

/III 1\

WELC

Planetechnica
Richard McColman
Morehead Planetarium
CB #3480 Morehead Bldg.
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

27599

Dimmer-Driven DC
Motors
It's common to see small AC gearhead
motors turning ripple wheels and mirrors, as
well as driving revealers and other nifty
mechanisms on our special effects projectors.
The great thing about these little motors is

AUTOMATION
OR
MANUAL
CONTROL

AC
POWER
SOURCE

DIMMER

that they are generally inexpensive, and will
operate off standard "wall current"-without
separate power supplies or more elaborate,
exotic types of control circuits. And as long
as a steady motion in the same direction is
required, these devices will usually fit the bill
perfectly. There are occasions, though, when

AUTOMATION
OR
MANUAL
CONTROL

I
AC
POWER
SOURCE
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DIMMER

a variable speed and/or direction reversal on
an effect mechanism is called for, and that's
when the typical cheap AC motor will prove
much less suitable. While reversible AC gearhead motors are available, they are generally
heaVier, bulkier units, and most still can't be

Starting With a
Of course, it's always possible to attach a
DC power supply to a switched control
cuit of a control system, but that only allows
you to run a DC motor at a fixed

[f you've had a hankering to use a DC motor, but haven't figured out
an easy way to do it, then the following information should be
interest to you.
varied in speed very well. DC motors, on the
other hand, can overcome the inabilities of
these AC units, but require controlswhether manual or automated-that aren't
"standard equipment" in most planetariums.
If you've had a hankering to use a DC motor,
but haven't figured out an easy way to do it,
then the fonowing information should be of
interest to you

The Problem
While some planetarium control system
manufacturers have
DC motor control
modules available
Figure 1
as an option, these
units are rather
pricey when considering how they1!
be used. Their features may include
selectable unipolar
and bipolar modes
LAMP
as well as an interOR
face for hooking up
PROJECTOR
an optoelectronic
reset on your effect.
While very sophisticated, these features aren't always needed in DC motor
applications. Still other control systems have
no provision whatsoever-optional or otherwise-for controlling DC motors. Instead,
these systems are limited to switched circuits
and dimmers for special effects lamps. Many
planetarians who work with these systems
automatically assume that they have limited
or no options
for fully controlling DC
FigureZ
motors. It's
no wonder,
therefore,
that
DC
motors are
"rare birds"
when
it
comes to the
world
of
planetarium
effects.
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defeating much of the purpose of sel(:ctllng
DC unit in the first place. On the other
lamp dimmers make a good starting
for ultimately creating a variable
and well concentrate on that option here.
Figure 1 is a block diagram showing the
conventional lamp dimmer application in a
planetarium. Regardless of specific cm1ti~~ura
Hon, a modern solid-state lamp dimmer has
1) an input for AC power, 2) a "dimmed" output for connecting a lamp or special effects
projector, and 3) an interface to the control
system-whether manual, automated, or
both Some planetarians over the years, however, have developed a scheme in which
they substitute a DC power supply at the
dimmer output and, in turn, hook up a DC
motor to the output of the DC supply
2). In this way, a dimmer-originally intended to vary the brightness of a higher AC voltage for a projector or other lamp-can
a variable low-voltage DC to a motor.

The Big
Though the marriage of a lamp dimmer
and a DC power supply will work in
it won't necessarily result in the smoothest
relationship without some additional
One stumbling block is that a dimmer works
best when it has a Significant load. That's
why most line-voltage-levellamps (typically
120 volts and the U.S. and 240 volts in
Europe and elsewhere) work wen with these
control devices, though very low wattage
line-voltage-level lamps may Ov1n<>r·"',...·'ro
some problems with the lamp dimming all
the way down when it's supposed to. The
average DC power supply-like a very lowwattage lamp-represents a very small load
for the dimmer, and likewise may output
some voltage even when it's supposed to be
all the way down.
The other problem with coupling a DC
supply to a dimmer output is that triacs <the
semiconductor switching devices inside a
dimmer that control the output) perform
best with resistive rather than inductive
loads. While lamps qualify as resistive loads,
the stepdown transformer in a DC power
supply is an inductive device. Most triacs
won't tum off properly when controlling an
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watt light
bulb (again,
AUTOMATION
Figure 3
in parallel
OR
with the DC
MANUAL
CONTROL
supply) to
the dimmer
output. Of
course, when
taking this
approach
DC
AC
~
DIMMER
POWER
you create
POWER ~
SUPPLY
SOURCE
another
problem
namely, that
you've got a
lot of unwanted light
spilling out
from
the
"load lamp"
every time
inductive load only, unless additional comyou fade up the dimmer. The easiest way to
ponents are installed in the dimmer for just
take care of this is to either spray-paint the
that purpose-an addition not included in
light bulb black until it becomes opaque, or
many planetarium dimmers.
place the lamp inside a light-tight box.
For this reason, it's necessary to hook up a
While this sounds like a crazy solution, it
resistive load-in paranel with the DC supworks extremely well in making the dimmer
ply-to the output of the dimmer (Figure 3).
respond as it was intended
This can take the form of one or two large
power resistors (lK, 2S-watt resistors work
Getting
nicely for 120-volt AC-source systems). In
Now that we've taken care of adapting the
this case, the resistor(s) could be wired inside
dimmer, let's concentrate on the DC supply
the power supply enclosure itself, with one
and the motor. It's not necessary to come up
lead of each resistor connected to the "hot"
with an elaborate supply to drive the motor.
side of the dimmer output, and the other
In fact, you won't need any filter capacitors
leads hooked to "neutral." In other words,
or voltage regulator chips at all in the circuit.
the resistor leads can be connected in-paralThe only "active" electronic parts
lel with the primary leads of the power supneed will be a stepdown transformer and a
ply's stepdown transformer. (Note that these
bridge rectifier. For U.S. applications, the folresistors are not included in the parts list
lowing parts-all available from Radio
found later in this article.)
Shack-should set you up to construct a supAnother solution is to use a "cube tap" or
ply for driving a 12-volt DC motor:
liT-tap" power adapter as well as a powerplug-to-lamp-socket adapter to hook up a 40-

I

One
gH)UflOea AC
1258)
One
slow-blow fuse
One
mount (#270-264)
mount (#270-739)
One aluminum enclosure (#270-238)
One transformer, 2S.2-volt
4SOmA (#273-1366)
One bridge
1.4A, lOOPIV
1152)
Two
(#274-688)
One 8-terminal te(~dtjhr(m~;h
(#274-653)

The two side taps of the transformer
~AYi,nrlil"'H'" connect to the AC
rectifier (BR1), with no
tion needed between the two leads.

minal
to serve as a convenient '''~'r'' ... "r.".,
between the transformer and the
Load resistors, if
can be mounted
the
too (make sure to do so
as to prevent any short circuits between
AC power and the case). The AC power
and screw terminal block (for DC
juncu<on) are externalized for
put connections.
direction reversal for

T1
this adds unnecessary ....'. neuv.... "' ••
switc:hi:ng. This function
the d.eplich~d.

FROM
DIMMER

'acc:onJplish this. It's also

some control systems have
built into them for
this sort of ",,.-,,,,1.,,,,,,,,_
Han. In the case of other control <,,,,d-om<

Figure 4
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FROM
DIMMER

1 _____________________

..J

are:
#J41,8601 RPM
#]41,3312 RPM
#41,8637 RPM
#41,86516 RPM
#41,33330 RPM
#41,867115 RPM

FjgureS

that may have only single-throw (simple onoff) relay connections or switched AC, you
can use wire these to activate a second (in
this case, double-throw) relay in order to set
up the polarity reversal. If the control system
is computer-automated, this scheme will
provide for a totally-automated DC motor
circuit.

Establishing
While the setup shown in Figure 4 works
well for a continuous, or non-positiondependent special effect mechanism, it is not
well suited for effects that require positionrepeatable starts and stops, such as with
revealer mechanisms. However, the circuit
can be readily adapted to such use by
installing a motor-axis-mounted cam and
two cam-actuated limit switches (S2 and S3)
on the effect. The limit switches (small rollerlever microswitches such as Radio Shack's #
275-017) are then wired into the circuit as
shown in Figure S. The figure shows the circuit in a stopped configuration, with S1 set to
connect to the (+) side of the supply, but
limit switch S2 opening the same (+) polarity
circuit-having been tripped by the notch in
the cam. However, if S1 is flipped the other
way (connected to the (-) output of the supply) the motor will run in the reverse direc-

tion (when dimmed up) until the cam opens
limit switch S3. In the meantime, the cam
has re-dosed the contacts in S2, making forward motion possible when Sl is flipped
back to (+). Figure 6 shows the general
arrangement of cam, motor shaft, and limit
switches. For use with this notched cam, wire
leads should be connected to the "C" (common), and "NO" (normally open) terminals
of the switches. If, instead, the cam has a
bump, rather than a notch, the "C" and "NC"
(normally dosed) terminals should be connected
The other major consideration when
ging up this position-resettable circuit is to
make sure the supply and motor polarity
will agree with the cam/switch actuations of
the mechanism. Otherwise, you have a so-so
probability of the motor overrunning the
limit switches the first time you hook it up,
and pOSSibly damaging your effect mechanism-depending upon how it's built. You
can test for this by manually
the
motor so the cam notch is between the two
switches, running the motor slowly with the
dimmer, and hand-actuating the Hmit
switch which is about to be triggered by the
cam notch. If that switch doesn't shut down
the motor, the motor leads should be
reversed

a
SWITCH

CAM
40

Figure 6

IIUII,""'r,nll"

Though there a lots of DC gearhead motors available-especially
from surplus houses-many are too
large, nOiSY, and current-hungry for
use on most planetarium effects.
While there are some small precision motors in the $150 to $200
range, most of us really can't afford
such units. A less expensive alternative is available through Edmund
Scientific for less than $25, comes in
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Of course, any small permanent-magnetfield DC motor will run off the DC
as the
is cOlnp,atible
rent
doesn't exceed the miBiclmpelre
capacity of the DC
be
to
motors that are too
or current-ravenous to be pralctical
environment.

A
One often-overlooked

Because of this and a few

Accordirlg to Morehead Planetarium
James Horn, the main
Hies
for this has less to do with the dimmers
themselves than with the associated
int~
mmy
tariums are wired
electricians
sort of manner that promotes this -r::ll<,p_t-,.'rr_
Known as "electrical crossoccurrence in
a
central "hot
mer outputs
the theater (but isn't
isolated to this type of
occurs
whenever a dimmer-wired into one of
"hot" electrical supply
effect(s)
whose electrical outlet(s) share a neutral
with effect outlets hooked to a ..-'I;.,,,,,,,,,,,, ..
different electrical

(Please see Planetechnica
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Last July, Florida's Brevard Community College hosted the International Planetarium
Society. Pictured above are some of the nearly 500 planetarians from around the
world who gathered to exchange ideas and witness America's first Minolta Infinium
Planetarium. The result was nothing less than dazzling. For more information about
the Infinium and other model projectors, call your nearest Minolta representative today.
After all, at Minolta we know that once you have seen our sky, you too will believe.
In North America:
Minolta Corporation
Planetarium Division
101 Williams Drive
Ramsey, N.J. 07446, USA
Tel: (201) 934-5347
Fax (201)818-0498

In Japan:
Minolta Planetarium Co., Ltd.
World Trade Center Bldg. 2-4-1
Hamamatsu-Cho
Minato-Ku, Tokyo 105, Japan
Tel: 03-3435-5511
Fax 03-3435-5520

Worldwide:
Minolta Company, Ltd.
Planetarium Operations
Esaka CTS Center
2-30 Toyotsu-Cho
Suita-Shi, Osaka 564, Japan
Tel: 06-386-2050
Fax 06-386-2027

ONLY
FROM THE
MIND

OF
MINOLTA

MINOLTA

Having got that off my chest, let's move
on to the latest Forum topiC. I notice the
wide range of high-quality pre-packaged
shows which are on offer, and the thought
occurred to me:

*

As you can see, this column now has a
new associate editor. I would like to begin by
thanking Richard Shores for the good work
I hope that I can
he put in as my
maintain and develop the standards he set.
Before I go any further, I'd like to introduce myself. At the present time I am not in
the planetarium profession, although I used
to work as a Producer/Lecturer at the planetarium in my home town of Southend I am
putting the finishing touches to an astronomy text which will be published in the UK
in 1995 in the form of an educational
computer disk (five, in fact) and a CD-ROM
package with lots of colorful graphics,

*

*

There is no doubt that pre-packaged
shows in a planetarium are very useful and
exciting. How else can the lecturer who may
be cut off from others in the business easily
study the approach and techniques of the
day? It is also a fact that many planetarians
are increasingly called upon to do more and
more shows, as staff levels are cut. Such programs, if accurate and wen presented, are a
godsend
One danger is of the lecturer becoming
lazy and using nothing else but prepared
shows. This will lead to staleness and a lack
of spontaneity, which will drive an audience
away through boredom. My own experience
is that an audience likes a live human voice.

it difficult at present to see the
fact, I have found that visitors show

greatest interest in this basic property
planetarium. The ..... "... u .. l'O'.u. nCln-,lSIfOJll0mer is more impr(;~SSE~d
that some planets can be
back garden even
of miles away than with
things like black holes. Such effects will
taken for
the visitor, even
great effort and skill has been put
production.
Can a
show
tions of every person in a
As a "live" lecturer I try to assess each
even reach the auditorium;
ence before
easy of course with only 48 seats.
out foreign accents (this is a tourist
at
Greenwich) and judging the age range, sex,
even ethnic
I try to balance he
narrative so that everyone, within reason,
thinks the talk was just for them.
Of course, the presenter must be a knowledgeable astronomer, professional Of amateuf, or be
to learn. The communication skills developed by the lecturer
be more precious for an audience in our
and age than even a doctorate.
Greenwich Planetarium
National Maritime Museum
London, ..' ..b ....."'''..

... the lecturer with knowledge of astronomy may be replaced in
even the smallest planetarium by an operator who switches things
on and off....
photographs, video clips, etc. (A US release
will fonow, should the product prove to be
popular.) I also teach adult education
Astronomy for Beginners, and I'm on the
council of the Association for Astronomy
Education. Many IPS members will know me
from the last two conferences I attended.
The 19905 have seen the "international" in
the IPS really beginning to come to the fore
in many areas, with one exception-the
Forum column. In the last three and a half
years there were 56 contributions to this feature, and only one of them was from a nonUS member! I come from the shores of what
Bill Gutsch calls tlmerry old England," where
there is a burgeoning planetarium community, and so I find that statistic particularly
depressing.
One of my stated goals in this job will,
therefore, be to encourage a far greater
involvement from my fellow international
members. Harry Ford set a good example in
this issue, so come on, people-put pen to
paper and show our American cousins that
the rest of the world has an opinion, too,
about the major issues of planetarians. I will
be looking for two or more international
contributions per issue.
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There is an even greater danger: the lecturer with knowledge of astronomy may be
replaced in even the smallest planetarium by
an operator who switches things on and off,
without any idea of what is going on in the
show. In such a situation the stars and constellations are reduced to a mere "wallpaper
pattern' around the audience. As a result we
will lose the introduction to the main stars
and constellations, with no indication of
their importance in human history. This
would indeed be a tragedy, since the
tion planetarium is the only machine which
can stimulate the widest discussions on
themes of the cosmos, which include history, geography, anthropology, poetry, and
language. All his by merely switching on the
machine.

I feel that any planetari:ans

a planetaril..lm,
of the planetarium as a CmnrrlUI1lity
in astronomy.
At the same time,
shows are
a great convenience to medium-size
tariums with limited Qe've!Opm<:~nI
to the "O]1e-loersml" p!arlet.uilLlm
director who has to handle all aspects of a
school dome. It still takes a
u ..
.HJ;;. . . . Jl ....

... pre-packaged shows are a great convenience to medium-size
planetariums with limited development staff ...
The projected sphere of sky even without
a narrative is a superb "virtual reality"
machine (a phrase also used by my friend
George Reed). Astronomy educators should
exploit to the utmost this feature, especially
with the pollution of the skies which makes
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amount of time to install a canned show
into a
and
show's elements to the eqlLliJ:lmc:mt
One strategy that many folk take is
elements of canned shows, but retain live
Vol.

No.4, December

sections of their own creation.
Our shows at Lawrence Han of Science's
Holt Planetarium are exclusively audienceoriented, but we have not ruled out the possibility of using automation in certain small
sections of our shows. Probably the only reason we have not done so is that we have not
found inexpensive show modules that are
short enough to use in our shows. I wonder if
other planetariums would be interested in
very short (5-10 minute) show modules.
Maybe there is a market there? [Perhaps
Loch Ness Productions would like to comment on this? -STJ
Alan Gould
Lawrence Hall of Science
Berkeley, California USA

*

*

*

The answer is both simple and complex.
One's muse does not flex its muscles much

It will
a different type of talent,
though. your $1.98 college intern prC>DalDly
won't be able to pun this off. It's not easy to
string together a story on a loose framework
directed by the audience's comments, jokes,
and questions. Just getting an audience to
participate productively is a trick in itself.
(A caveat: my perspective is somewhat dif-

Chadds

I don't believe this will ever belcOIne
broad-based
for "",A .... ~h.~

... who says you can't be creative in the way you use
grams'?
ferent, as I come from an education backnot science/astronomy. My dome is
a Starlab, my production team consists of me
and two cats, and I am not affiliated with
any institution. I could run some of the
smaller shows. My Starlab is no longer stock
[I've got lots of gismos, LHS level 2.51 but I've
not even considered using it. I'm still trying

highly interactive and creative aD'OH)ac:h
due to the intimate
use Drl~-Dac](a~~ed
still combine this apIJroi:lCh
each show ~~".,; .. ;~"v audience parti4cipation
at some level.

I urge you to consider another option ... do live programs.
by writing a check. On the other hand, why
re-invent the wheel? There are beautiful programs available that represent an enormous
accumulation of time and talent. In these
times of fiscal austerity might this not be an
efficient use of scarce resources, essentially a
way of recycling the best work? Sure, irthe
programs do not become dated (not easily
accomplished) and as long as they pass the
truest test-audience appreciation.
I urge you to consider another option in
the in-house versus packaged
question: do live programs. If your goal is to
get people excited and
enough about the sky to go on a
and enjoy it, you needn't even attempt to
compete with the
format film folks. If
your audience leaves
enlightened,
entertained, and competent, then you've
done your job.

(Planetechnica, continued from page 40)

to teach people the basics. They seem to
appreciate it.)
Clear Skies Starlab Planetarium
Portland, Oregon, USA

*

*

*

You must remember that all planetarlans
do not have a "creative edge" to dull. Prepackaged programs are a blessing for some
facilities. They have also allowed some
etarians to sharpen their creative
other areas.
Pre-packaged programs
time for overinvolved planetarians, and who says you
can't be creative in the way you use these
programs? 41 Ask not what the pn~-paCJKa~~ea
program will do to you; rather ask what you
can do to it."

My own
on this issue is
in
one sense, pre-packaged shows can be seen as
a substitute for the creativity of an individual, but
if you want them to be. In
eXl:Jer'ierlce, most
are very
mitted
who take every r.nnr. .. h,nil-"
to be creative, which often means
canned shows and """"""""
to their own needs.
The topic for the next Forum will

(I t would be useful to hear the
our American members, as weB as
American cOlnting,ent.)

special effect or
because the OC
draw
much less current than effects on most of
your other dimmers, it can prove to
more
susceptible to the crosstalk phenOl]rleJI01n.
Again, if you run into
motor oDieration
whenever fading up another
patching your iXJ-lll0t:or-'asS;i,g11oo rlh""",,,,,,W'
another outlet, and move the OC
that corresponding outlet as 'iATPII_.rtnlincr

practice of sharing neutrals is considered
totally safe (if wired correctly) according to
electrical code, it can, nonetheless cause
major crosstalk between dimmers.
If the projectors connected to those effects
aU have similar total wattage ratings per-dimmer, then crosstalk may not be too much of a
problem. However, when a dimmer has a

trigger", and erratically fade its lower-wattage
projector up-and-down. Whenever a
tarium is wired like this and crosstalk is
encountered, the only way to avoid it-short
of a complete electrical rewiring-is to find
another outlet which doesn't share its neutral wire with another in-use effect outlet on
a different hot-phase, and re-patch to that
outlet. (Are you totally confused yet?)
This whole crosstalk-avoidance strategy

larger-than-average load connected (either

can become very complex and confusing. I

until you find a

through a single high-wattage projector, or
multiple projectors) or has a longer wiring
run, it can cause another dimmer to "false-

only bring it up in this context, since a dimmer-driven DC supply and motor can be
affected in the same way as a conventional

affected by your other dimmers.
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Once again, many thanks to those who
sent in information from their
to
share with others. The final deadline for articles to be included in the next issue of The
Planetarian, is
1995.
Please mark your calendars accordingly.

Looking back on this past summer,
Mexican planetariums can surely verify that
the increase in the number of visitors to
planetariums was due to programs and exhibitions regarding the Shoemaker-Levy 9
comet crash into
and the 25th Anniversary of the Apollo n 1unar landing.
The first National Science and Technology Week, which was celebrated simultaneously in the United States and 'LClUClUCl,
took place during the week of
26th through October 1st. Activities were
aimed at the popularization of Science and
Technology as well as the stimulation of
children's interest in such areas with most
AMPAC members participating in the celebration. The Tabasco Planetarium presented
a "Tabasco 2000" event; the Luis E. Erro Planetarium hosted guided tours of the facility;
the Puebla Planetarium conducted children's
tours to the National Institute of Optics and
Electronics; the Arq.
Gonzalez de la
Mora Planetarium sponsored an exceHent
Astronomical Photo Exhibition produced by
Alberto Levy, who also lectured on "How to
do Astrophotography;" the Cuernavaca Planetarium conducted guided tours and telescope observation sessions, and the Centro
Cultural Alfa Planetarium conducted outreach astronomy lectures to school groups.
AMPAC has
a star finder which
the Luis E. Erro
.n;~~~f.r. ..Y' of AMP AC

44

the Science
can Government House of Repn~sent(lti'\1eS
an effort of Ing. Jose de la Herran, so that the
can
in their
area
A project to
the dome of the
Sergio Gonzalez de la Mora Planetarium to a
to-meter diameter is currently
considered,
all new audiovisual and
automation equipment. It is hoped that the
project can begin in early 1995.

The
Planetarium will open with
their new
in December.
From the Dublin Science Expo: A science
center is to be set up at Dunsink
of the Dublin Institute for
under the
involves
Advanced Studies. A pilot
renovation of the
floor of the observatory building, provisions for a video theater in the Meridian Room, a solar system
display, a cafeteria and giftshop. Plans are
being finalized for a new public entrance
with facilities for school groups.
1994, the Greenwich Planetarium
entertained 16,884 school children. Bad
weather
the 1993-94 year reduced the
total number of visitors to 28,009, but the
C,,"' .... rl.,u guest lectures continued
DODular. The recent solar
is featured in the current
show, as is the
true story of the Jupiter "collision," which
some of the media nonsense
the event.
The Jodrcll Bank Planetarium has
a very successful year with aODH)ximGLteJlv
visitors thus far. The celebration of
the 25th
of
11, in association with the Cheshire branch of the
National Association of Flower
Societies, brought in visitors from all over.
The floral arrangements were not flowers in
pots, but rather floral sculptures demonstrating the artistic talents of the arrangers. It was
appropriate that the space missions which
taught us all to look back on Earth were celebrated using the natural materials of our
planet's habitat. Even
9 was
featured, enhancing the
observation
evenings heldJuly 16-22. At present, the
............ iD,r+r'r is enjoying a refurbishment in the
United States. It will return to its
in
December, to begin a 1995 season of new
shows in a remodeled planetarium facility.
The London Planetarium was selected as
the 1998 IPS Conference site at the recently
completed IPS
in Cocoa, Florida.
The London facility won out over bids from
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and Paris.
Fanning, who has been on the staff since the
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free-sitandiIlg satellite "'...r~iar+,.....

installations in
the winter months in order to
the installation
II

The 30th
Conference
Great Lakes Planetarium Association
a few
away at the time this
wri tten. The 30th
of

The host for the conference is
Mitch Over 120
have
the conference. (Please see the
1994 issue of The Planetarian for a cn..... ,......"';.,
the conference). Additional details will be
forth<:onoiIllg in the next issue.
Earlier this year, two GLPA members
officers) traveled to the ends of the
Earth. Dale Smith of the
Green State

Science Center,
went to
Dale to the North Pole and

Michjlgalo, r(~ODen(;~ with a new
this
past October. The 1995 GLPA Conference
will be held there next year and will
hosted
David
and
Tomlinson.
Bowen of Bowen Music Pf()dllctioIllS,

The book was publish(~d

computers for
ration,
and
music. This book uses hands-on
to
teach the reader how to create computer
music for
educational and
sional
A CD-ROM ac(:0I1op<mi1es
the book and contains software for both the
PC and Macintosh computers.

The fifth annual National
etaria will be held on March
National
of Planetaria is o~~a:nliz(;rl
collaboration of all the
and coincides the first
after the

Vol.

and spread it around to all the members. Of
all the initiatives of the Italian Planetaria's
Friends Association, the annual Day of Planetaria is the most
at the internationallevel. Planetariums from Great Britain,
Germany
Belgium, France, Northern
and Spain have
in celebrating
the National Day with Italy in the past 4
years. The simultaneity of this event in various cities and countries promotes stronger
advertising through mass media
The new scientific chairman of HoepH
Planetarium in Milan, the main Italian
dome, is Gianluca Ranzini of the Astronomical Observatory of Padua and Asiago, is organizing its second course for the preparation
of planetarium operators. The course will be
held at the Modena Planetarium from February to May and from October to December,
1995 for a total of 70 hours. The program also
entails visits to other Italian
in
Milan and Ravenna.
As part of the Annual Scientific Interactive Exhibition named "Experimenta," a 6
meter planetarium dome was built by the
craftsman Gambato Giampaolo and was
opened last summer in Turin. The project
was financed by Regione Piemonte.

Preparations for next year's MAPS conference are well under way. The conference will
be hosted by GASPRA (Garden State Planetarium Resource Association) at the Raritan
VaHey Community College in Somerville,
New Jersey, May 17-20, 1995. Tentative plans
include the Clinton Holiday Inn, a short
drive from the college campus, nestled in the
quaint town of Clinton. The Conference
theme is: "Advancing With Technology."
Informative speakers are being lined up, plus
computer animation and video workshops
are being planned. Portable/small dome
workshops will feature Dayle Brown of
Pegasus Productions, South Bend, Indiana
and John and Alison Meader, North Starlab
Planetarium, Fairfield, Maine. For additional
information, contact: Jerry Vinski (908) 2318805 or Kevin Conod at (201) 596-6609.
The Maryland Planetariums met on October 10th at the Albert Storer Planetarium in
Prince Fredrick, and were hosted by Michael
Szesze. The theme for the meeting was
"Planetarium Techniques."
The Glenfield Planetarium and the Newark Museum's Dreyfuss Planetarium teamed
up with Montclair State University and local
schools to form the 1/ Astronomy in Montclair/! committee. The committee presented
an Astronomy Day event which included
planetarium shows, Starlab presentations,
solar observing, telescope and astronomy
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vendors, a space model
rocket launch, make a shuttle
and
make a solar
viewer
The
hi~~h1igtlt of the event was the scale model of
the solar system which stretched most of the
of Montclair's main street and was
composed of posters made
local school
children. The team effort was rewarded with
Sky and Telescope's National AstronloillY
Award for 1994.
The December 1994 issue of Odyssey magazine will feature articles about plcmetal~iulms.
These will include a behind the scenes look
at show production written by Jim
of the Davis Planetarium in Baltimore, Maryland, as wen as an article on ..-.I,,..,.£>i-,,,,.i,,
technology. Boston's Hayden Planetarium
and their recent production "WSKY-Radio
Station of the Stars" will also be in the issue.

The Rocky Mountain Planetarium Association recently held their annual conference
jointly with the Pacific Planetarium Association in San Diego, October 14-16, 1994. The
conference was hosted
the Reuben H.
Fleet Space Theater and Science Center. One
of the conference highlights was a
to the
world famous Palomar
The
1995 RMPA Conference will be held at the
Air Force
with
Mickey Schmidt as the conference host. The
meeting is scheduled for some time in
;)eIJtemt>er. More news about this uplcornmlg
conference in the next issue.

The Bishop Planetarium in Bradenton,
Florida, is getting ready to
it's 1995
programming. Laser shows will be added on
two weekday afternoons, and two different
starshows will be offered daily. To make
more time available to accommodate evergrowing numbers of patrons, the museum
and planetarium will be open 7
a week
and the staff will be working shifts.
Jon Bell of the Indian River ComInunity
College Planetarium in Ft. Pierce, Florida
seems to have
off another plcme:tal'iurn first. In early autumn, Jon assembled
liThe Einstein Singers," featuring one astronomy professor, a botanist, a phYSicist, a biologist, and an oceanographer.
sang such
rousing songs as: "Let's Can the EXlperim lent
Off;" "Einstein, the Genius;" and, liThe
Entomologist Farewell" They
performed on stage before a
house of
"paying" customers who "applauded" them
at the college Fomes show.
The Buehler Planetarium in Davie, Florida,
has done some renovations to the AnneHese
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CCD cameras.

Dave is
resolved before December.
David
has indicated
isiana Arts and Science Center is openjlng
October. If a nr,-..T'IJ-'''''',rl

ter in Aiken, South Carolina
will
that a new
1995.
The
Planetarium in
South Carolina is re<:uT)erating

pert to consul t

The 1994 Annual SWAP Conference
held October 6-9 in Austin, Texas,
hosted
Dr.
Institute for Science and Mathematics
of Natural
1.-';'<1.0,,..,1+,, of Texas at Austin; Barbara
(SWAP Past-President), Abilene ID(lepenl[lern
School District,
Texasi and
....... ,,.n1~·"'CT (SWAP President), Ju .......'v
Astrclnclmy at

Austin featured well-

What's New
Jim Manning
Taylor Planetarium
Museum of the Rockies
Montana State University
Bozeman, Montana 59717
I hope everyone nicely survived last july's
"triple whammy" of events: the 25th anniversary of the first moon landing, Jupiter's
pummeling by Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9,
and of course, the remarkable beach-side
bash called the 1994 IPS Conference.
Of the three, I think Jupiter and the comet
win for most extensive news coverage. Like
many of you, we at Taylor returned from the
conference to plunge directly into a week or
more of "collision frenzy," handling public
queries and media interviews, getting fresh
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images off of Internet and sneaking them
into live sky shows, and hosting observation
sessions in which Jupiter's new "bruises"
were delightfully apparent in even modest
telescopes.
The initial excitement (sufficient to get
the U.S. Congress to fund an expanded effort
to search out and monitor potential earthbangers) may now have died down, but even
as Jupiter's high-altitude soot-marks have
stretched into a slowly-dissipating band,
additional results and images are beginning
to appear. The tight-lipped Galneo spacecraft
has finally called in with images of cometary
impacts from its Jupiter-bound vantage
point, and the Space Telescope Science
Institute has released a slide set-which is this
column's first item of business.

Jupiter, the Comet, and Hubble
I'm on the list to get annual installments
of NASA's Hubble Space Telescope and
Astrophysics Mission Slide sets, and just
recently I received a special set featuring the
Jupiter/comet "encounter." The set has a nice
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variety of images .......
J.F,
comet, Jupiter, over-the-Hmb
and sooty impact sites in assorted wavelengths, an artist's conception or two, and
four of the best images from earth-based telescopes. Many of these appeared on Internet
or in the news media; here
are aU
together in a fine set with extensive and useful descriptive notes, several SUIJplemlentary
diagrams (induding one on the
the comet impacts in Jupiter's atrnos;pnere
and another a graphed spectrum on the G
impact site), and a number of informational
news releases ranging from the
of
the Jupiter/comet impact to the pn)ba,bility
of similar collisions with earth.
This is an excellent kit of information to
have. If you'd like to get it or get on the list
to get Hubble results regularly, contact Trish
Pengra, Space Telescope Science Institute,
3700 San Martin Drive, Baltimore,
21218 USA; (410) 338-4700.
At the recent jOint conference of the
Pacific and Rocky Mountain Planetarium
Associations (PPA/RMPA) in San Diego, Rob
H .. '..........
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Mama:ger at the
Te.les(:o],)e Science Institute, gave me a similar slide set called "Comet
9 and Jupiter Crash- Hubble
scope," also referred to as "Set 4" from the
Telescope Science Institute. It contains
the same slides as the pH~viIDlli;1y-·m4~nt:imled
set except that the earth-based
are
rel=I!a(:eu with slides of the .... n.FtL .... u." that
amJeared as supplementary sheets in the first
set. The second set also comes with n.p'~nrln_
tive notes and an exhortation to contact the
Institute's Office of Public Outreach at the
Institute address
earlier,
410338-4562, for more information on this and
other Hubble images.
Rob also gave me some
Hubble
a A.uc..... '.....
black-and-white one (that isn't part of the
slide set)
the evolution of the DIG
spot from July 18 to Augru;t 24.
These are aU wonderful resources. You
may wish to contact Rob and the folks at the
eH~sCODe Science InsH tu te a bou t
in
them; Rob has been very
Hubble results and information disseminated to facilities like ours and thence to the
nU.I1114::-1mllcn as
Villard has been
for some time as the Institute's Public Information Officer. These two fellows demonstrate how important and useful it is for
scence research
and
education or~~anlizclti(mS
emlgnten the
L U " ....

Lucky person that I am, I also chanced to
win a copy of the Space Telescope Science
Institute's "Set 3-NASA's First Service
Mission to the Hubble
as a
door prize at the aforementioned conference. This set's 20
with useful
descriptive notes-includes seven on the
repair mission and 13 showing some of the
images-the core of galaxy MIOO, the
Orion Nebula, Nova Cygni 1992, :suJ)enr1mla
1987A, Eta Carinae, and others. This is another first-rate set of slides to have. Contact
those above to
The Institute's Sets 3 and 4 are manufactured by Finley-Holiday Film Corporation,
Box 619, Whittier, California 90608 USA, telephone 800-345-6707, fax 310-693-4756. They
also have a new
out on the
mission entitled "Hubble Space Telescope:
Rescue in Space," which I've just nr...·ui~'"iA7~'t1
The tape (which retails for $24.95 U.S. and
is available in VHS and PAL formats, but not
SECAM) has a very "newsy" style. The first 20
minutes or so
a
account (literally) of the
mission, documented
lots and lots of beautiful "on-orbit" footage.
The next 25 minutes covers the press confer-
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ence after the mission, in which the seven
shuttle astronauts offer commentary while
you watch much of the same
you
saw in the first part of the tape. That's followed
a minute or so in which you see
"before-and after"
(before and after
the repair) of six
the
identified (one of them
an "NCG"
and with no commentary at all. I suspect the tape was
too soon after
the
to include many more
the
seem like an addendum.
favorite part of the tape was
the press
which included
some great
shots of the southeastern
U.S., the west coast of the U.S., the southern
part of
and
and the Nile Delta
looked

with more impact than
poster because
seeing it as the astronauts did as
looked out of their window
and watched the continents drift
Additional
showed li",hh"'",.,,,
and most i.n1:en~stiln~
was footage of a fireball burnln~
atmosphere over Horu;ton.
As I said, the tape has lots and lots of beautiful on-orbit footage of astronauts rep1airing
Hubble-but I think 4S minutes of it is too
much of a good
Your attention tends
to wander after a while. And the
workmanlike news
is not
to enchamt
amy but the most rabid space program fans.
This sort of
works when a mission
is hot news and still on the front page of the
newspaper. I don't think it works so
months later in a tape for
lion. And the six Hubble images aP1Jealrirl~
the end-while nice
seem
jru;tify the videotape cover's red-letter hook:
"Includes Latest Deep
The
Hubble slide set mentioned above contains
twice as many.
But get a review copy amd
for yourself. I would recommend
one for
your
to document what was certainly a historic shuttle mission. And it
nice bits. But I don't think I'd recommend it
for our gift shop as a consumer item. 111 wait
for Loch Ness Productions to
its Hubble video-which I
it'll do now that the
updal:ed version of its Hubble P!~me'taJ~mlm
show has jru;t hit the streets as you read
IJVJ...... UV.H

While at the recent PP A/RMP A conference, I
up a copy of Loch Ness Productions' fall 1994
which includes news
information on its current show offer-
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view Tony's latest demo tape
views
of the planets, effects for laser shows, and a
fly-through of a
I've also previewed a several-minute ad he's worked on
for East Coast Control
for which he
provided the imaging (Jeff Bowen of Bowen
Music Productions provided the music), featuring the inside of a
This is an
good stuff, crisp and colorful, and one
tant feature of it all is that Tony is
and able to customize such computer video
effects to your taste and needs from his
library of effects and
He adds that
the material is an
with component
and composite output, and that when you
order, you get
videos of the
stuff.
According to his pricing
Planisphere Productions is offering four different Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 animations
for $120 U.S. One animation of any sort from
the "scene library" costs $60, and five animations cost $200. For special custom jobs, for
information, or for a demo tape, contact
Tony at Planisphere Productions, 1117 Leahy
408Road, Monterey, CA 93940,
649-4361, CompuServe 71514,3145.
InCidentally, also while at the San Diego
conference, I saw Reuben H. Fleet
Theater's production liTo Worlds Beyond,"
which included a two-minute video sequence showing the formation of the solar
system as created by the San Diego Supercomputer Center. This video sequence is for
sale to planetariums at a cost of $49.95 for
Beta format, and $29.99 U.S. for VHS or SVHS
(I'm not sure if PAL is available; you1l need
to check).
It's
very good-all cloudy and reddish and slowly
and
to
planets around the sun. If you'd like more
information or would like to order, contact
Dennis Mammana at the Reuben H. Fleet
Space Theater, P.O. Box 33303, San Diego,
California 92163 USA.

lence and
prominences,
vapors, a cirrus cloud
a "''-A_U'''H''-~-'--''LI''t
Sirius (or Venus)-even a
geese forma-

can
tales with
$695 U.S,),
Here's another
made for
check out

of zoom, slew, rotator, and unveiler mechanisms, slide
and tilt mounts,
its
automation system, a
of video effects on laser discs (with
and sequences
in color), allsky images and slides (also shown in color),
and several show packilg€~S.
It's a
store! Contact Steve
and company at the above address and
bers for a
and a

UU_U'LJlUU

Sky-Skan, Inc., 51 Lake Street, Nashua, New
Hampshire 03060 USA, telephone 800-8808500 or 603-880-8500, fax 603-882-6522, has a
new catalog out for 1994-95, with a glossy
full-color cover and some color sections
inside. And there's lots inside to see.
The catalog pictures a number of new special effects (at least to me) among their standard offerings: an "ablating"
(victim
of a nearby exploding star), a IIgalactic cannibal" effect as the Milky Way shreds the nearby Large Magellanic
a comet nucleus
alternative to its
asteroid effect, a
Triton geyser, Martian dust storm and
Jupiter cloud effects, a volcano, a IIdust
devil," an active sun with convection turbu-
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strolled
booth to see what Joe and company were up
to. One of the
up to is the marof a new ten-minute program called
"Welcome to the Universe,"
the
words of the brochure-to present "a broad
overview of the
of the universe
from our own solar system to the
of
inter-galactic
the idea that the
to learn of these marvels!"
How many times do we wish we had a
"short show" to present to
tades or to offer as a teaser to our aUC1H:~n(:es,
to give people an idea of what the pl;:;metaI'iurn can do? Joe says that's what this show
was created for-as well as to offer smnethlng
to that group that's arrived
too late to
see a
show, or to use as an introduction to a live sky show.
"Welcome to the Universe"
'U'-'"
Dirl-H~sris;tered. 0PtlQUed, and mounted
a soundtrack, with
of encouragement to add your own visuals
and
effects to make it
reflecting your own
haven't seen the
track, but I have seen Joe Tucciarone's beautiful slides that go with it, and
The show costs $195; for more information
or for
contact Joe tiO'pKmS
ering at P.o. Box 14278, Bradenton, Florida
34280 USA, telephone 800-543-5960.
JHE has other
as weU-a fun array
of planetarium control systems and
ment,
Tucciarone's slides,
a couof other show
"Bear
Tales and Other Grizzly Stories" (we saw it
performed in Salt Lake City at IPS '92-a very
clever and punny 35-minute
show on Ursa
and Minor and other
bear-related
for $495 U.S.), and
Vaught~~r of the Stars" (seen at the
Conjunction conference in Oklahoma
last year-a 30 minute series of Native AmeriU
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. . . A ....

"Ocaso."
!ion in several
Mexico, and it seems very wen-suited
environment. I
it.
In his letter, Aroeste indicated a
market this compact disc to -nO"1Y'Ilt>t"'-";11nr1"
and to
some concerts in pl(mE:~talriUJms
he has in Mexico. Since he's -n..,,,,,,,,-ntiu
the
he
111 ask him.
In the meantime, the CD would
worth your while to check out.
would be great for
and
and for
Hons, if you
You can contact .. ,.,.-,.,...-.n",
above address. He also has a

in the U.S.: 775 East Blithedal, Box 335, Mill
California 94941 USA.
The second compact disc album is very
different and just as
and was sent to me
Mr. Volkmar Schorcht from the marketing department of Carl Zeiss lena GmbH,
Astronomical Instruments Division, D-07740
tpl"'nh,.,,T\p (0 3641)64 3133,
roror"·rlii ..... '" to his letWalks and perter, this CD, entitled
formed by a group caned P.O.N.D.-Wolfgang, Frank, and Sascha Fuchs, (if I read the
album correctly), is available for about $20
U.S.-directly from Zeiss at the above address,
or (for the US. and Canada) from Pearl
Seiler Instrument &
Houmas
New 'V'L''-U.~A''. Louisiana 70047
USA
This album has a definite "pop" instrumental feel.
for the more
title
selection, the rest of the eight
minutes for a
from three to more than
total of 45 and a half minutes of music) have
repeating melodies, great beats, and a
of incorporated sound effects from wailing
guitars and voice accompaniment to
surf-like and wind-like sounds. This is a toe"Galactic Excurtapper; I especially
sion" "Space Light," and "Paradise Island." It's
musical romp and
a thoroughly
definitely worth checking out.
The information I received
that
this music was available for
in
pl~m(~tarhlm shows-contact the above
sources for more information on this and
perhaps to obtain a
or a copy.
different and both very
these
albums continue to demonstrate new potential sources of
music for our
facilities.

has a new casStoryteller
stories out
sette tape of Native American
called The Star Husband It features six stories
from a variety of sources ,-v·, ... u .... a
of celestial objects,
the title story
about an earth woman
a star. (This
story eventually leads to
of PolariS,
but I'll let you discover how.)
These are wonderful stories expertly told
You'll hear about the consequences of
"onion breath" and the origin of the Pleiades
and Hyades from a Western Mono tale, a
created the
Cherokee version of how a
Milky Way, a rf(]IQ"-~ln(l-rrIO{)n
variant of the Cheyenne
about the Big Dipper, and my
favorite of the group about how
made the sun (which you heard
you were present at her wc,rK~;nOID
homa City's
conference
last year).
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The ba(:k2:rmmd for the tales is UA"LjI:,n_uu
set
the
flute music of Lean Nevaquaya (Comanche/Choctaw/Chickasaw),
and
(who also has Chickasaw blood)
The Star Husband
sells for $9.95 U.S. For more information or to
order, contact
at 1944 NW 20, Oklahoma
Oklahoma 73106 USA, telc~ptlOnle
405-524-2152. I've also seen it marketed
thI'ough several
that of
the Astronomical
is available for storypelrtolrman<:es, residencies, and workIn 1992 and 1993, we at Taylor Planetarium had her visit us for
resiof a grant. She
dencies under the
pelrformled and demonstrated the use of
story for
science concepts, topics, and skills in local and area schools, did
the same for teacher
and gave
nplrt.nrn1><"nr""'_'H"ln she was a big hit.
eXlperlerlCe with her was very successful
and very
teachers still ask us
when she's
her
for such
you have
something similar in mind, you can contact
her for more information and rates.

Mars.

Also derived

be~~inlnirJlg of this year as I researched our summer show
the
25th
of the first manned moon
~~.~. . .I"t' I stumbled across a treasure-trove of
rela ted materials that did
what I wanted
to do with our show: examine the
manned space
fact.
The first was an excellent book entHJlea
ou:tsm)w1:h of

such notables as Gerald Hawkins,
Fred
William Hartmann, Thomas O.
Arthur
and many others. I "t-r•..,.n.Thr
book as a readable
desire to be space travelers, from Lucian
to
Samosata's
of
future manned voyages to Mars.
"n~IU7T"'''.rl from the exhibit and
and
illustrated from the extensive Ordway Collection at the Alabama
and
Rocket Center in Huntsville, Alabama USA,
are a video and slide sets available from
Finley
Films (address and tejc~ptlOr:le
number
far above in Hubble section).
The video is called
of Spaceflight:
the Stars, hosted
U.S. astro':>I-"_'-UHHJLVH

to say about this
6O-minute video. Get it. Get it. Get it. It's sim-
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many others are
great
and lunar larlasca]Jes
from his book The Lonq,ue~.[
U.UL'-., . . . . . . .

was so muffled and distorted

had to

low to make
mtellllgH)le. These are
not
not wan t to use for classroom or
However,
provide much valuable commentary on the
slides that
want to have to !J'-JUH~~'"
create your own tape or to lecture live
with the slides. And the slides themselves are
of
very much worth
the $13.95 U.S. price tag (for each)
apart
from the tapes. I recommend them both
accordingly.

Earlier this year, a
an innovative new
in laser entertainment
and
tumbled into my in-basket. It's
called "LaserBrush" from MRT Research, 3740
Boyd Avenue #153, San
California
92111,
619-541-0557, fax 619-2797350.
Ac(:ordirlg to the information I received
from Mahmoud
of the
company, the
optics for
scanning laser beam./I A successful test was
performed with Laser
Inc. eql1iplm{~nt
in Van
CaHfornia
I
both color nu·i-" ..=
terms, it looks as
the normal dots and lines Pf()dllCilble
laser tec:hI1010gy
focus;
get fat and
and appear
more saUd and three-dimensional in form. I
saw a number of starburst

this fan, putJ1iSlhed
300 South
North Carolina 28902 USA, tel leptlOfle
438-8155 (704-837-9200 outside the U.S. and
'"Au.au,,,,,, fax 704-837-2216.
publica"tion has a
color cover
TlP'IAT .. "n!'llnprdHrp black-and-white pages
inside, and a
look suggests that it provides exhaustive coverage on the field of
satellite
world-wide-from
weather and science satellites to communication satellites-with a
satellite communication u" ..~~u" ..u ... ""
radio opleration.
There's a lot here. The
issue (cover
is $3.50 U.s. or $5.75 Canadian) induded
articles on shortwave broadcasts from space,
the shuttle's SAREX ham radio eXlperimen1:s,
audio bf()aclcasUng, the new direct
broadcast satellite tec:hrwlogy
satellite news, weather satellite news, radio
astronomy, and even
on the
lurme:r/C:Olllet colUsion. If
in satellites, take a look at this m3l~a;2:ine.
sutlscriptton rate is $19.95 U.S. in
U.S., and $26 U.S. elsewhere. Contact the magazine at the above address.
Third is a new m"lgazule
Mc.IX"azine, 3002 Sea Pines
Texas 77573 USA Publisher Richard
sent me a media kit with ~AUp''''''''' and infor-

ments

tern of sorts with nrl",HiinCf
is really very
and colorful, and adds
a
new dimension to what lasers can do.
contact Mr.
For
number.

Several new m,lgalZlllcs
est to nl~lnp,t:H"i!'lTl" have aplpe,uea
months.

articles on space efforts from
around the world It made for some interesting
The six-month intro(luctorv
U.s., or $67 U.s. for a ve;:u-·z:-,'fu
one year rate. There are 14 issues per year.
Write to
News, 6883 Commercial
Drive,
22159 USA, tele703-642-7330, fax 703-642-7352 for
more information or a
copy.
Next is Satellite Times, which pn~mllel'ea
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iums and science centers as a "pc~rs4cm;:lU~~ed
pubHcaitio:n. You can get your ins:titution's
name on the cover, and you have
inside cover, the back inside cover,
back cover available for your
advertise your institution,
ules of events or astronomy informationwhatever you want. You
camera
items and the company
add them to your order.
What's even more remarkable is that you
can get a
of these
for 2S
cents U.S.
(minimum order is 4,000
which includes the cost of customizwith your name and the three pages at
your
You can sen them,
them
away as part of the
of admission, or use
them however you wish.
Note that the
also includes an
the reader that
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Planetarium in Dallas.
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Astronomy Education: Recent
Future Directions
The Astronomical Society of the Pacific (ASP) is pleased to announce a major symposium on astronomy . . .~ ...
be held as part of the 1995 ASP Annual Meeting.

V ... UVJ"A,

to

Date: Saturday - Sunday June 24-25, 1995
Place: University of Maryland
The purposes of the symposium are: (i) to review current research programs, projects and other developments in astronomy education; (ii) to publicize such programs and projects through poster papers; (iii) to discuss how the theoretical and
practical results of these programs and projects can be shared~ (iv) to plan for the next decade of development in astronomy education; (v) to create a network of astronomy education resources. both people and materials; (vi) to bring &'V~;\vUA''''.l
the 200 most active people in astronomy education in North America today; (vii) to disseminate the results of the
sium through a high-quality conference proceedings.
The focus of the symposium will be on astronomy education in North America. Participants from abroad are welcome
to attend and submit poster papers, but no travel grants will be provided for them.
Chair: LOC: Professor D.O. Wentzel, University of Maryland. Registration will be organized by ASP .
There will be a modest registration fee.
Chair: Program Committee: Professor John R. Percy, Erindale Campus, University of Toronto, Mississauga,
Canada LSL IC6. Phone: (905) 828-5351; fax: (905) 828-5328. Internet: percy@astro.utoronto.ca.
Meeting Format: Invited review talks (20). Extensive structured discussion. Poster papers related to the topic of the
symposium.
The symposium is co-sponsored by the American Association of Physics Teachers, American Astronomical
American Association of Variable Star Observers, and the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada. Other co-sponsorships
are pending.
Llv,u,UI..jIYU,Jl

'\JAJlL4ll.AAV.

And Finally Some Comments on
Astronomers, like most other profeSSionals, are jealous of their terrain. Thus when a Ranyard or a Barnard, outsiders as far as the establishment was concerned, utter a profound truth they go unheard.
Had William Herschel, the musician from Germany, not discovered
Uranus it is extremely unlikely that he would have been heard
either, an exception that proves the rule. It is important to have risen
through the ranks in the appropriate way in order to be heard, and
even then it requires the backing of an authOrity figure to lend credence to one's ideas.
Today an Edward Barnard would have no chance of making it as a
professional astronomer. A Ranyard would still not be heeded. A
William Herschel, a foreign-born musician aged thirty-six seeking
entrance to the system would not be given the time of day by the
establishment. Does this mean we are all a little poorer for it, or that
we can rest assured that the standards of the profession are higher?
A side effect of the perpetuation of the elite is an extraordinary
fragmentation of the community of citizens with an astronomical
interest. Three groups with a deep and abiding interest in astronomy
exist in the United States. The profeSSionals, amateurs, and planetarians (those associated in some way with planetarium work) with few
exceptions hardly speak to one another. The most dramatic aspect of
this split is that a great deal of direct communication about astronomy to the public occurs almost exclusively through planetariums.
The professionals remain essentially isolated from the other groups.
At the same time the amateurs infiltrate the planetarium community
and, by definition, hardly contact the professional community. It is
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nevertheless possible for an amateur to make an astronomical discovery, however rare it may be, most often that of a comet, nova, or
supernovae. Intelligent, creative individuals in the amateur or
tarium community who have a profound insight worthy of further
study will find that there is virtually no way for their ideas to be considered by the professionals.
These comments have a bearing on the broader issue of how
astronomy is communicated, both to the public and to the professional. Innate elitism prevents the professionals from taking
any idea which does not have the correct label attached to it, a label
that identifies who the idea came from, how it was presented, and
where the proposer works or was educated
Barnard's background did not sit well, even in his day, and he was
aware of that. He did have the advantage that he was able to bring to
astronomy unique talents, much needed when photography began
to be exploited for research. The early twentieth century was also
more forgiving of one's background, as Milton Humason's example
reminds us. He was the mule driver who carried components for the
[Mt. Wilson] Observatory up the mountain and later began fo work
at the observatory, and rose to making original observations so that
his name came to be associated with the early work on the eXIJanlSic1n
of the universe.
And so it goes. Every individual has to make his or her own way
through the system, but the system is not structured to encourage or
help "outsiders." Their fight has to be more tenacious.
- Gerrit Verschuur in Interstellar Matters
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Spitz Thesis
I am happy to announce that my master's thesis, "Armand N. Spitz and His Model A Planetaria," which I
in
August 1994 for the University of Florida, is now available for sale. The price is $15 post-paid for a personal copy of
this spiral-bound, 140 page, illustrated document. My thesis is divided into seven chapters, whose titles,
and
lengths are covered in the brief table of contents and bibliography shown here:
1. To Model the Heavens: Early star machines/maps.
10 pp.
2. The Zeiss Planetarium: Its development/design. 10 pp.
3. American Planetaria before Spitz: Korkosz, Peerless, Morrison. 11 pp.
4. Armand Spitz: Detailed biography. 27 pp.
5. The Model A Planetarium: Design/features/impact. 19 pp.
6. Other Spitz Planetaria: The Model A-I, B, and Spitz Junior. 16 pp.
7. The University of Florida's Planetarium: Our facility's history.
16 pp.
Detailed Bibliography of Planetaria & Works by/on Spitz. 10 pp.

A complete table of contents plus a two-page abstract are available for a self-addressed stamped envelope or via e-mail
if you contact me at AlisonI313@AOL.COM or by my name through the sci.astro.planetarium newsgroup. Please send
payment and/or any questions about this thesis to me at the address listed here.
Brent Abbatantuono
3141 Joyce Drive
Orlando, FL 32827-4920 USA
email: Alison1313@AOL.COM

6 ZEISS PANORAMA
with

PANORAMA CAM

J

1977 vintage
but in good working order
Highest offer secures!

Undine Concannon
London Planetarium
Marylebone Road
London NW1 5LR, U.K.
Tel: (171) 486 1121
Fax: (171) 465 0862
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(Loch Ness, continued from page 5)

One sensitive electronic instrument,
using a long wire, did give a peculiar reading.
Other long wires influenced by the same
magnetic storm experienced induced currents. 1 suggest that the least-strange interpretation is that this sonar recorded the magnetic storm rather than the Loch Ness Monster.
This might explain why the reading from
the Loch Ness equipment is so strange that it
requires expert interpretations, and why
those say rather different things.
If so, the Loch Ness investigators may
deserve a more charitable treatment than
some skeptics have given them in the past.
They reported what their instrument told
them, and that instrument gave a reading
that is possible to interpret as data confirming an unusually large object or creature. The
hair-raising due alone was too little to pick
up on. The aurora was probably hidden by
douds, and even if visible would not likely
attract their attention, let alone their suspicion. And while atmospheric scientists and
astronomers would connect the aurora to
the strangeness of signals riding long wires,

(Mobile, continued from page 25)

John, Indira, and Hank discussed the New
York Hall of Science's highly effective teacher training and rental program. Due to their
overwhelming success they were given a
NSF grant to replicate their methods - Rural
Museum grant program.
In short, most of our time was spent sharing ... sharing ". sharing ._
The next meeting will be held 9 AM to 5
PM on June 16, 1995 at Herkimer BOCES
(Gros Blvd., Herkimer, NY 13350-1499). Our
hosts will be Ted Stalec, Herkimer BOCES
Director of a stationary planetarium with a
Minolta MS8 and 60 seats, and Linda Rae
Bauer, Oneida-Herkimer-Madison BOCES
Starlab specialist. We will consider having a
night star party the evening before or after
and we'll definitely be able to see Ted's
mobile solar viewing telescope and video
recording system in action during the Friday
get-together. Ted has also assured me that

few other scientists would suspect their
instruments of telling them anything beside
what they're designed to tell.
Often, in the history of science, effects are
observed and reported long before they are
satisfactorily explained. Often, scientists
probing one aspect of nature find a different
one-and may not realize it for a long time.
Often, data that "sort of' fit an early explanation are later realized to better fit something
else entirely. If this encounter with the Loch
Ness Monster was actually an aurora, cryptozoology's loss would be historical science's
gain.
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there will be all kinds of technical/mechanical equipment available for our use, ie. computers, tape recorder, overhead, slide projector etc., and Starlab will be there too.
Another meeting will be held in the New
York/New Jersey area in the Fall of1995.

Public Domain Materials Sent:
Jennifer Garret (South East Kansas Educational Service Center, Rt. 4, Box 176, Girard,
KS 66743 USA)
Jeff Guill (Gibbs Planetarium, 1112 Bull
Street, Columbia, SC 29201 USA) received a
grant to hire a part time person to run Starlab. Gave a suggestion-if using a standard
lamp for auxiliary lighting and demonstrations you can buy a lamp dimmer socket at
your local hardware store to control that
light without having to install a dimmer
switch.
Daphne McLeod (Ouachita Parish School
Board, 100 Bry Street, Monroe, LA 71210-1642
USA)
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1985, pp. 387-9.
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the Loch Ness Monster", Technology
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pp.25-40.
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333; and February 1973, p. 130. Only major
events achieve such coverage.
Adapted, with permission, from BASIS,
monthly newsletter of the Bay Area Skeptics.

Diane Morris (1731 Jenks Avenue, Panama
City, FL 32405 USA) called by mistake to
order Starlab magnets from me. 1 referred her
to Learning Tech. Inc., but after talking for a
while she decided that she wanted the box
of goodies and also wants to join IPS!
Ellen Sullivan (The Junior Museum, 282
Fifth Avenue, Troy, NY 12182 USA) also
wanted more information about and sources
of African mythology.

Signing Off:
I have 20 more requests for materials that 1
have to reply to and am in the midst of planning for the GLP A conference and I am sure
to get another batch of people needing HELP
after that meeting. IPS Mobile Network
materials are like a gift from the gods to
these people and I am so grateful for the support which enables me to send packages out
regularly. So, 111 get busy filling boxes (I feel
like Santa Claus!) and send more news to you
in the next column

"*

Authors:
Please refer to the Guidelines for Contributors,
last published in the June 1994 issue.
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Jane's
Jane Hastings
Jefferson
Planetarium
4100 West
Street
Richmond, Virginia
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They say that "Hen is getting what you
ask for." Never, never, never say something
like "I need some excitement in my planetarian life." Someone down there hears you.
I've been a planetarian for 25 years. Yep,
you saw it right '" 25 years ... with no known
stints in the nuthouse, to boot. Let's see ...
that's 25 years x 15 classes/week x 6
weeks/year for the Reasons for the Seasons
lesson = 2250 times of holding an earth globe
which is leaning over slightly from the vertical and saying, "Yes the earth is tilted on its
axis ... and that's why we have a change in
the seasons. Let's use our planetarium to see
how this looks from the earth .. ,"
Boring? WeB, sort of ... well, all right ... yes!
So I was thinking that maybe I should seek
some new experiences within the context of
my job. But what?
Maybe I could spice up my planetarian
existence by re-writing all my school lessons.
Nah, for what? They're already altered from
year to year as I go to planetarium conferences and find new ways to teach about the
seasons, stars, planets, moon, universe. This
state of mind which found me ready for a
change did not prepare me to deal sanely
with the next turn of events.
I learned that they were looking for someone to TEACH AN ASTRONOMY CLASS!
Yep, a real each-day-the-Iesson-plans-are-different class, unlike the 2250 times for the
"Seasons" lesson. In my weakened state, last
spring, I agreed to teach the one-semester
high school astronomy class in the fall.
I had two planetarium conferences (SEP A
and IPS) during the summer to "work the
crowd" Jane: "Anyone here taught an astronomy class for high school students?" Well,
fellow planetarians burned up the U.S. mail
and the school fax machine with helpful
hints. I collected so much stuff that I became
overwhelmed and reached some sort of
funny state of mind in which I could not
make myself sit down and take all the wonderful suggestions and put them into any
sort of plan.
So, instead of taking the summer to plan
and prepare for the class, I did nothing. At
the opening session of the class, I simply
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"winged it".
I had convinced myself that I really did
not have anything to worry about. Knowing
the state of astronomy education in
America, I was counting on the fonowing:
the most anyone knows about the sky is that
clouds sometimes make horsies and chickies
and froggies. I figured I'd go from simply
"looking up" to observations of the sun,
moon, stars, and planets ... stuff I've taught
about all these years in grades 3-9 as planetarium lessons, and that would get me through
at least 1/2 of the course ("after all, it is only
one semester, I thought").
Less than 10 minutes (I counted) after the
beginning of the first class, one of the students came up to me and asked me a specific
question about a special set of circumstances
surrounding the event horizon of a black
hole. I knew I was in trouble!
It's several weeks later as I write this. I've
survived the first class and settled into a routine with the class. It turns out they were
typical teen-agers after aU, ignorant of sky
stuff. They are struggling with using scientific notation, changing kilometers to light
years, and figuring out what "azimuth"
means, just as I had originally suspected
I've experienced the "Dominic Effect" the
lens cover to the Astroscan telescope has a 1centimeter hole in it caused when one of the
students, Dominic, let it hang swinging off
the eyepiece while he had the Astroscan
aimed at the sun. I never saw a smoking telescope before!
What's changed in the 25 years since last I
was a classroom teacher? Well, I remember,
25 years ago, that students devised some
clever schemes for not doing
as
"my dog ate it" Now they just say, "I didn't
do it," and stare at you as if to dare you to do
something about it. What's the same?
Students and parents who come to an
evening skywatch and look through a telescope for the first time still get really excited!
What about the student with the black
hole question? Wen, I learned smnething
interesting at a parent conference (my first in
25 years!): the IS-year old Freshman is always
begging the parents to take her to a
college library so she can read astrm")h'''"i«~s
books. But she loves to talk about what she
knows: hey, who says I have to do an the
teaching?

-Jack Dunn, Planetarian in Lincoln,
Nebraska, who geared up for "cometary
impacts on Jupiter" questions from the public, was asked: "Gee, it's too bad the comet is
going to hit on the back side. Couldn't we
just turn Jupiter around so we can see it?"
Another query: "When the comet hits the
atmosphere on Jupiter, won't that have an
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a secret
phone caB to the company: "Put
together and send
-Speaking of secrets, the FBI has
planetarian Jon Welte at Griffith
tory in Los
him
dous person. He had lost his briletc.iSe;
one found it and turned over to
upon
the contents, called
FBI. The
document in his
ered briefcase that
tus: a series of tables inCUGltiIlg
positions at which various satellites
over the Los
designated as "LaCrosse 2 " ...... , ",,,,,+.,,IIH,,,''1
-Planetarian
Wasil uk of Herl{£'If'V
County Planetarium in H'PrlO"p<l:,~Til1Ip
Virginia, does a
program for HeadStarters. At the end of the program,
says,
good-bye to the stars now as it's morning and the
will
make
disappear." From the brightelliT:lg a,an~n{~ss,
Betty heard:
day."

Would your museum be int:erE$tErl
a
meteorite w~~i2:ltliI1U!
68
(31 kg)'? It is
about 10% nickel and 90% iron.
comes from the
desert of northern
Arizona near Meteor Crater. In
11 x 8 x 7 inches (28 x 20 x 18 cm).
Meteorites of this size are
of this
rare. A
should be in a museum instead of
vate collection.
Metanic meteorites of this
sell for prices
from $50
to over $100 ($110 to 220 per
I would sen this one to a museum
$40 per
total of $2720.
If you are interested, I can
further information
in

Adrian C Woods
4360 Greenstone Road
1J1~('p1I"",illp CA 95667
916-622-0914
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Our POLYCHROMATIC ACOUSTO OPDC MODULATOR
.. Modulates up to 8
wavelengths simuHaneoU8iy
for Ar+ fKr+ lasen

.. O:EM driver modules available

• CompetitWeiy priced

.. Faat factory support

A

MUS)' FOR lASER UGHT

.. Euyto U8e

SHOWS AND lASER DISPlAYS

Are your 3
modulators
letting you
down? ...

Our new

POLYCHROMATIC
ACOUSTO OPTIC
MODUlATOR can
stand up to
your needs.
~EDSI4300-C Fortune Place, Melbourne, FL 32904
...
_ _........~..
_ Phone: (407) 676-9020 Fax: (407) 722-4499

ince 1983, the power of
DIGISTAR has thrilled
audiences in more than
two dozen locations around the
world. NOW, DIGISTAR II takes all
the capabilities of the original
DIGISTAR and propels it into
the future.
we've added new features
from sharper images, and faster
processing, to an easy-to-use
graphical interface system. And
since its compatible t DIGISTAR II
can use the same special effects
and dazzling shows available
through our DIGISTAR USERS
GROUP.
But the best news yet is
DIGISTAR II costs even less to
purchase and maintaIn.
8ecause of our unique
computer graphics capability,
DIGI5TAR noutperforms other
planetarium projection systems.
Ukeproper
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